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Executive Summary
North Carolina’s population is projected to be over 10.7 million by the year 2020 and over 12 million by 2030. Since 2002, North Carolina has lost 
more than 6,000 farms totaling 600,000 acres of farmland. Seventeen percent of the state’s workforce is from agriculture or agribusiness.   
Agriculture/  Agribusiness is the number one industry for North Carolina at approximately 70 billion dollars, 20.3% of the state’s income. The largest 
manufacturing industry consists of products from the state’s forest.  The state’s forestry, nursery and ornamental industries annually produce 8.6  
billion dollars in income.

Projections are that Lincoln County will lose approximately 20.3% of its rural land from the year 2010 to 2030. Protecting Lincoln County farmland 
will help maintain our cultural heritage, rural heritage, healthy environment, food and fiber, economic viability, scenic views, tourism based economic 
activity, clean air and water, wildlife habitat, lower noise levels, and minimize infrastructure burden on county and local government. 

This Farmland Protection Plan is the result of many meetings, research, discussion, brainstorming and input. Its development has been approached by 
the steering and stakeholders committees with much enthusiasm, passion and effort. We realize the great importance of acquiring and compiling this 
information in a document that can be used as a basis for protecting farmland, now and in the future. 

The process has involved numerous individuals with much experience working with or in agriculture and conservation. The coordination, cooperation 
and interest has been outstanding. This plan captures the commitment of these individuals, agencies and organizations to protect and improve farmland 
and agriculture and its economical, social and ecological importance to Lincoln County. The Farmland Protection Plan is a working document meant 
to be used, modified, and updated as it guides us through the years ahead.
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Methodology
The Lincoln County Farmland Protection Plan was a unique opportunity to bring the Lincoln County farming community together to develop 
a plan to ensure the continued success of agriculture in the county. In 2010 county staff began to recognize the ongoing trend of the   
development of farmland protection plans across the nation and more specifically across the state of North Carolina. Many of these plans 
utilized a state model ordinance that provided structure and guidance to their efforts. County staff saw an opportunity to utilize the structure 
and guidance provided by the state model and build on that to craft a plan much more suited to Lincoln County. Throughout 2010 county staff 
began collecting data related to agriculture in the county and assembling it in an effort to prepare a plan. 

In 2010 a core group of county staff began convening in what would later become known as the “Steering Committee”. This committee  
consisted of staff from several agencies including Soil & Water Conservation, Cooperative Extension Service, Catawba Lands Conservancy, 
Lincolnton Planning, Lincoln County Planning, Natural Resource Conservation Service, Division of Forest Resources, Parks & Recreation and 
the Tax Office. This Steering Committee met monthly to start crafting a plan development strategy. After outlining necessary plan components, 
the Steering Committee worked to form a larger group of “Stakeholders”, those individuals who have direct experience and knowledge of  
agriculture in Lincoln County. The Stakeholders, a 24 person committee made up of representatives from a variety of local agricultural sectors, 
were charged with providing the steering committee guidance and feedback on the issues facing Lincoln County agriculture. Through plan 
framing and development the Stakeholders met five times and worked through issues and strategies and ultimately approved the plan. 

The Farmland Protection Plan was featured throughout its development at many community events including farmers markets, festivals and 
farm city events. Each of these events provided an opportunity for the community to comment on the plan. The comments of the general  
public, as well as the Stakeholders, were integrated into the final plan. 

After the Stakeholders provided comments on the final draft and those comments were integrated into the plan, the Steering Committee took 
the final draft to the Voluntary Agricultural District Board on October 11, 2012. At this meeting the Voluntary Agricultural  District Board rec-
ommended the plan to the Lincoln County Board of Commissioners. The Lincoln County Board of Commissioners approved the plan at their 
meeting on November 5, 2012. The plan was then forwarded on to the North Carolina Department of Agriculture for their endorsement which 
was granted on November 15, 2012.

The development of the Lincoln County Farmland Protection plan was aided by a grant provided by the North Carolina Agricultural   
Development and Farmland Protection Trust Fund. The grant itself helped provide print production and binding services for the final plan. 
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Chapter II
Lincoln County Overview
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“Farmers have only temporary control over their 
land. It can be theirs for a lifetime and no longer. 
The public’s interest, however, goes on and on,  
endlessly, if nations are to endure.” 

– Hugh Hammond Bennett
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2.1   History 

  2.1.1 County History

   The Spanish traveled through the Piedmont and Western areas of North Carolina between the year 1528 and 1568. Hernando  
   De Soto believed he could find financial success as they traveled from Florida to Tennessee. He traveled with approximately   
   500 men with their livestock and supplies. De Soto and his men while in North Carolina, traveled to Chalague (Southwest of   
   current Charlotte), Guaquilli (current Hickory) and Joara (Morganton Area).

   English explorers came to the area in 1701. Settlers in the 1740’s consisted of Scotch-Irish and French, English and German.   
   The Scotch-Irish and Germans came from the Virginia and Pennsylvania areas. English and the French came from parts of the  
   Carolinas eastern sections. The original Cherokee of the area were constantly in conflict with early settlers up until around   
   1761. In 1768 Tryon County was formed. Tryon County consisted of the following modern day Counties of North Carolina   
   Cleveland, Gaston, Lincoln, Rutherford and South Carolina Counties Cherokee, Chester, Laurens, Spartanburg, Union and   
   York. Tryon County also consisted of parts of North Carolina Counties Burke, McDowell and South Carolina Counties,   
   Greenville and Newberry. The Catawba Indian Reservation was also located in Tryon County.

   Lincoln County was formed from the Eastern part of Tryon County in 1779 and was named after Benjamin Lincoln who was  
   a general in the American Revolutionary War. Lincoln County included all of what is now counties of Lincoln, Catawba and   
   Gaston with a portion of Cleveland County. It was one of the largest, wealthiest and most populous counties in North   
   Carolina. Parts of southern Burke County was annexed to Lincoln County in 1782. Parts of Lincoln County and Rutherford   
   County were combined to form Cleveland County in 1841. One third of a Northern section of Lincoln County became   
   Catawba County in 1842. Southern half of Lincoln County in 1846 became Gaston County.

  2.1.2 Agricultural History

   Long before the Civil War, Lincoln County was ranked very high among counties of Western North Carolina in agricultural   
   development. The major crops consisted of rye, corn, wheat and oats. Before the nineteenth century, cotton production was  
    introduced and reached 506 bales by 1850. The staple cash crop in 1890 was cotton. In 1813 the county had its first cotton mill.  
   Following are graphs for crops harvested, land utilization and principle classes of livestock in farms for Lincoln County in the  
   year 1934.
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  By the 1950’s the agricultural production in Lincoln County went from cotton production to more diversified products such as soy 
  beans, corn, small grain, truck crops, dairy, broilers and beef cattle. Around the 1980’s,  Lincoln County was the second largest apple  
  producing county in North Carolina. By the mid-1990’s, with the closing of the White House apple processing facility, apple   
  production went into decline.

  The late 1980’s brought on no-till and conservation tillage; This method featured new farming equipment with technology built-in  
  to plant seed with only disturbing minimal amounts of the soil. The 1985 United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Farm  
  Bill was instrumental to force farmers who participate in governmental programs to follow conservation farm plans that reduced  
  erosion on annually planted crops. 

  The 1990’s brought on development pressure as farmland was being sold for housing developments. This put pressure on farmers to  
  maintain agricultural land. The mid 1990’s also saw a decrease in dairy operations due to regulations and other economic factors.  
  In the early 2000’s. Lincoln County established its first muscadine vineyard and winery. Farmers also began to grow blackberries to  
  sell locally and internationally. New farmers began to have small farms with specialized crops such as mushrooms, free range  
  chickens, blueberries, and processed pork/beef. The mid-2000’s began to push for ethanol and bio-fuel production which increased  
  the markets for corn production.
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  2.1.3 Farming Practices
  Prior to the 1960’s, crops were conventionally planted. The fields were plowed, disced and then seeds were planted with a drill.  
  Early 1960’s farmers began experimenting with sod drills or no-till drills. Fields were sprayed to kill weeds and other unwanted  
  vegetative cover. No-till drills incorporated seed directly into existing sod, dead matter or remaining stubble from previous   
  crops. This reduced time, fuel expense and wear on equipment. From an environmental impact, less soil erosion and runoff   
  from planted fields occurred. Other farming practices used to reduce erosion were terraces, diversions, waterways, field borders,  
  strip cropping, rock lined channels, critical area stabilization, farm pond construction, animal waste management, livestock   
  exclusion, stream crossings, wildlife habitat improvement and agricultural chemical storage buildings.

  2.1.4  Local Agricultural Soils
  Soils in Lincoln County are suitable for the production of food, fiber, forage, oil seed crops and feed. Approximately 47% of   
  the county (90,955 acres) is listed as prime farmland soils, with an additional 7% (12,835 acres) considered prime farmland   
  soils where additional drainage measures can be applied.
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 Figure 1: U.S. Census data for crops harvested in 1934

Crop Acres
Average 
Acre per 

Farm

Total Yield 
Tons

Yield per 
Acre

Total Principle Field Crops 72,601 24.7
Small Grain 18,716 6.4
Wheat Thrashed 14,361 4.9 108,457 7.6
Oats Thrashed 1,689 0.6 35,824 31.2
Oats cut and fed unthrashed 2,963 0.7
Barley Thrahsed 132 0.04 2,438 18.5
Rye Thrashed 340 0.1 2,544 7.5
Others 111 0.03
All other hay & sorghum for forage 10,030 3.6 10,083 1
Sweet and grain sorghum 893 0.3
Alfalfa 61 0.02 120 2
Timothy & Clover 205 0.07 155 0.8
Sweet Clover & Lespedeza Hay 3,368 1.1 3,172 0.9
Small Grain cut for hay 1,011 0.3 1,029 1
All other tame wild grasses 2,532 0.8 2,120 0.8
Annual Legumes of Hay 2,556 0.9 2,246 0.9
Corn for all purposes 21,805 7.4
Corn harvest for grain 21,757 7.4 353,981 16.3
Other purposes 48 0.01
Cotton 20,398 .4 15,175 Bales 0.7
Tobacco 2 0.0007 2,150 1.1
Irish Potatoes 310 0.1 20,280 65.4
Sweet Potatoes 740 0.2 19,144 123.2
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Figure 2: Land Utilization 1934

Item Crop Acres Average Acres/Farm
1 Total Land Area 191,360
2 Land not in farms 15,635
3 Land in farms 175,725 59.8
4 Cropland 81,027 27.6

Harvested 68,541 23.3
Failure 734 0.3

Idle or fallow 11,702 4
5 Pasture land 29,698 10.2

Plowable 7,438 2.2
Woodland 16,978 3.8

Others 5,480 1.9
6 Woods not pastured 51,295 17.5
7 Other land 13,507 4.5

Figure 3: Principal Class of Livestock on Farms in 1934

Livestock Farms reporting Number Average per farm
Horses, mules and 

colts of all ages 2,076 3,809 1.8

Cattle and calves of 
all ages 2,552 7444 2.9

Cows and heifers 
2 years old & older 2,521 4675 1.9

Sheep & lambs of 
all ages 9 147 1.6

Swine of 
all ages 2,215 5,072 2.3
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Figure #4: Lincoln County’s Agricultural Parcels
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2.2  Geography   

  2.2.1 Lincoln County
  Lincoln County has a total area of 308 square miles.  Approximately 3.7% of this total area is surface water.  The county ranges in   
  varying land cover from urban and suburban developments to large woodland tracts, agricultural fields and pastures.  

  2.2.2 Relationships of Lincoln County to the surrounding region
  Lincoln County’s geographic location has led to increased urban and suburban growth.  The County with its abundant shoreline   
  along Lake Norman, enchanting rural character and close proximity to urban centers such as Charlotte, Gastonia and Hickory   
  provide an excellent back drop for residents.  Eight North Carolina and US Highways cross the county providing easy access to   
  much  of the county.  These road systems allow residents to travel both within the county and provide multiple routes by which they   
  can reach neighboring counties and communities.  

  The densely populated areas of Lincoln County are primarily found along the new Highway 16 By-pass spreading east towards Lake   
  Norman and around the City of Lincolnton located in the geographic center of the county.  Growth in these areas, particularly   
  along the Highway 16 corridor, was rapid through the 1990’s and early to mid 2000’s.  Unchecked growth in these areas led    
  to loss of open space, as developments contributed to urban and suburban sprawl.  Growth slowed in 2008 as economic conditions   
  slowed development, but as the economy recovers development will likely continue.

 2.2.3 Focus on rural/open land areas
  Rural character and open space is an important feature to many residents who are native to the county as well as new arrivals who   
  have chosen to make a life here.  The term “open space” refers to areas devoid of development; this includes agricultural lands   
  (fields, pastures, and timber), lands left in a natural state, and lands used for both passive and active recreation such as with park   
  facilities and neighborhood common areas.  The importance of the protection of open space is in maintaining and expanding lands   
  that are suitable for agricultural industries and production.

  As development occurs, open space is converted to commercial, residential and industrial uses.  The need for development is  evident   
  as industry brings economic growth and jobs, residential communities provide homes and residents to fill those jobs  and commercial   
  uses provide services for residents.  With a need for development and open space, it becomes apparent that a balance must be   
  achieved between the two.
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Figure #5: Lincoln County’s Relationship to North Carolina
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Figure #6: Lincoln County Base Map
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2.3  Climate & Geology

  2.3.1 Climate Conditions
  Lincoln County is located in the Piedmont of North Carolina. The Piedmont, an area of moderate elevation ranging from 200 feet  
  above sea level to 1,500 feet above sea level, experiences a moderation of climactic conditions. Mean temperatures within the region  
  stay between 39 degrees and 78 degrees. 

  The county averages 48.1” of precipitation annually with no distinct wet or dry seasons. Even though precipitation does vary   
  throughout the year, each month receives between 3.39” and 4.83”. The most precipitation is received in March while the least is  
  received in April.  Precipitation in the county throughout the winter and spring is usually caused by migratory low pressure systems  
  while most precipitation in the summer is extremely variable as it occurs most often in connection with afternoon showers and  
  thunderstorms. See Figure # 7.

  2.3.2 Geology
  Imagine Lincoln County, and all of western North Carolina, as part of a mountain range comparable to the Alps or Himalayas.   
  Indeed, Lincoln County is made up of the roots of the ancient much taller Appalachian Mountains chain that have since eroded away  
  to what we see today.  All of the rocks in the county are what geologists call metamorphic rocks.  They were transformed by heat and  
  pressure when they were buried several miles underground when the Appalachians were at their highest.

  Lincoln County is divided into four distinct areas or terranes.  The Cat Square and Tugaloo Terranes make up much of the area west  
  of Lincolnton.  The Kings Mountain Belt (terrane) extends east from Lincolnton to the vicinity of NC Highway 16.  The Charlotte  
  Terrane makes up the eastern end of the county.

  Lincoln County hosts several mineral resources, most of which are scarce to the point of being of little economic value.  Iron ore,  
  tin, spodumene (lithium bearing mineral), marble, gold and other minerals have been mined from the Kings Mountain Belt.    
  Monazite, a radioactive mineral, is available in potentially mineable quantities in the Cat Square Terrane.  Crushed stone and sand are  
  about the only commercial products produced in Lincoln County today.
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  Figure #7: Monthly Climatic Averages

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann

Normal Monthly 
Maximum Temperature 50.0o 55.0o 63.4o 72.2o 78.7o 85.1o 88.5o 86.8o 81.1o 71.8o 61.5o 52.5o 70.6o

Normal Monthly 
Minimum Temperature 29.4o 31.6o 38.8o 45.7o 54.8o 62.8o 66.9o 65.7o 59.4o 47.3o 38.7o 31.7o 47.7o

Normal Monthly
Mean Temperature 39.7o 43.3o 51.1o 59.0o 66.8o 74.0o 77.7o 76.3o 70.3o 59.6o 50.1o 42.1o 59.2o

Normal Monthly Pre-
cipitation 4.30” 3.79” 4.83” 3.39” 4.57” 3.98” 3.94” 3.82” 3.96” 4.20” 3.64” 3.74” 48.1”

Highest Mean  
Temperature 50.6o 50.4o 55.7o 62.9o 70.5o 79.0o 82.0o 79.6o 74.4o 67.1o 58.1o 50.3o 82.0o

Monthly Mean
 Temperature 39.4o 43.3o 51.3o 58.7o 66.8o 74.1o 77.6o 75.9o 69.8o 59.4o 50.1o 41.9o 58.9o

Lowest Mean 
Temperature 29.0o 35.5o 46.5o 55.2o 63.1o 70.5o 74.7o 73.4o 67.5o 53.5o 44.2o 33.2o 29.0o

Year of Highest
Mean Temperature 1974 1976 1974 1981 1982 1986 1986 1987 1973 1984 1985 1984 1986

Year of Lowest
Mean Temperature 1977 1978 1996 1983 1997 1997 1979 1992 1974 1988 1976 2000 1977

2.4  Zoning

  2.4.1 Zoning Characteristics
  Zoning is a tool used by governments to regulate and govern land uses.  Instituted originally in 1992 in Lincoln County, the zoning  
  ordinances have been revised several times with the latest revision occurring with the completion and adoption of the Unified  
  Development Ordinance effective August 31, 2009.  

  Though zoning for agriculture is not allowed, protection of agricultural lands can be achieved through zoning regulations.   
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  Properly designed, written and applied zoning provides outlines for where particular development types should occur as well   
  as mandating standards for densities.  As urban sprawl is a threat to open space when allowed by low density development,   
  zoning can assist in condensing development into areas that are suitable for dense development by taking into consideration   
  population, employment, transportation, utilities and environmental influences.

  Lincoln County has four main zoning districts that are found throughout much of the rural and agricultural portion of the   
  county.  They all fall in the residential category, but vary in characteristics and density allowances.  See Figure #8 for a   
  summary.

   Figure #8:  Lincoln County Residential Zoning Chart

Zoning District Name Density (1 lot per ft2) Description

R-R Rural Residential
Without Utilities: 43,560 ft2            

With Utilities:  40,000 ft2

Low density residential.  Promote rural & 
semi-rural character.  Utilities not available, 
and likely not available in foreseen future.

R-T Rural Transitional
Without Utilities: 32,500 ft2             

With Utilities:  32,500 ft2

Residential uses in areas that have not 
experienced significant growth.  These are 
viewed as development “holding zones”.  

Utilities not available.

R-S Residential Suburban
Without Utilities: 32,500 ft2 

With Utilities: 22,500 ft2

Encourage residential development.  Utili-
ties are in service or are anticipated to be 

installed in the future.

R-SF Residential             
Single-Family

Without Utilities: 32,500 ft2 

With Utilities:  22,500 ft2

For traditional single-family residential 
subdivisions.  Areas don’t contain mobile or 

manufactured homes, duplexes or multi-
family development.  Provision of utilities is 

not a factor.
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  The majority of the rural and agricultural property in Lincoln County is zoned either R-R or R-T, as these residential  zoning   
  designations are written to support a rural character and are not meant to be serviced by utilities now or in the near future. Looking  
  specifically at the densities for R-R and R-T, which is one lot per acre and 1 lot per ¾ acre respectively, they are thought of as “low  
  density”. When referring to typical lot sizes for residential development this may be true, but when this underlying zoning is found in  
  prime agricultural production areas that are in great need of protection, the densities are rather high.  

  Without the availability of a true low density zoning district such as one lot per five or ten acres or more, less options are available for  
  the agricultural producer to potentially lower tax rates while making prime agriculture land less appealing as a future subdivision. 
     

 

 2.4.2 Agricultural Exemption
  North Carolina is a Right-to-Farm State which provides protection to agricultural producers under the Right to Farm Statute is  
  protection from nuisance claims.  The language of the State Statute outlines that an agricultural operation that has been in   
  existence for one year, and was not considered a nuisance when the operation (public or private) began, shall not    
  become a nuisance. Counties in North Carolina are also limited by the state statutes from regulating “bona fide” farm operations  
  meaning that these operation are exempt from county zoning regulations.
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2.5  Socio-Economic Profile

  2.5.1  Age Statistics
  The age breakdown in Lincoln County is fairly similar to that of many rural communities across the south. The county   
  exhibits a healthy birthrate and has a median age of between 45 and 49 years. The county’s population decreases between the   
  ages of 20 and 34 keeping with the trend of leaving home and returning in middle age.

     Figure #10:  Lincoln County Population Pyramid
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  2.5.2 Household Size
  Census data for 2012 indicates that Lincoln County households are just larger than the state’s average at 2.53 persons per household.   
  The median house income is $47,450 with 13.8% of persons below poverty.  Income data is affected by retirement and higher income  
  communities in the Charlotte commuting radius of eastern Lincoln County.

  2.5.3  Work Force
  For 33% of Lincoln County’s workforce, a high school degree is their highest education level; 13% have completed a bachelor’s  
  degree;  5% have graduate or professional degrees.  These percentages are lower than the state average.  Residents are mainly   
  employed in service provision (49 %) and manufacturing (23%).  Unemployment peaked in February 2010 at 14.9% and was 9.7% in  
  April 2012. 

  2.5.4  Commuting Patterns
  Lincoln County experiences a net exodus of people each day of the work week with 10,609 more people leaving the county for work  
  than commute into the county. The top three counties that receive members of the Lincoln County workforce are Mecklenburg  
  (8,873) Catawba (3,510) and Gaston (2,877). The same three counties make up the highest number of commuters coming into  
  Lincoln County: Gaston (2,129), Catawba (1,992) and Mecklenburg (1,482). Part of the Lincoln County workforce consists of 7,899  
  residents that also work in the county. 

  Nearly half of the workforce in the Catawba Springs Township commutes to Mecklenburg County. The Ironton Township sends  
  approximately a quarter of its workforce to Mecklenburg County as well. The other three townships in the county, Lincolnton,  
  Howards Creek and North Brook each keep more workers within the county than they send to other counties.

2.6  Land Use

  2.6.1 Open Space/Land Cover Trends
  As noted earlier, Lincoln County has seen tremendous growth and development during the previous decades.  Statistical information  
  provided in “Losing Our Natural Heritage: North Carolinas Disappearing Open Spaces” trends from 1982 to 2002 display a   
  total crop and forest land loss of 23% in Lincoln County.  Projections for the period from 2002 to 2022 display a loss of an additional  
  48%.  

  Further information from a project out of UNC Charlotte that measures the effects of growth in Lincoln County displays similar  
  trends.  This comparison of percent developed land with percent natural/rural land shows the close relationship between loss of open  
  space and urban and suburban development.  See Figure #14.
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   Figure #14: Developed Land Trends

               
Year 1976 1985 1996 2006 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030

Percent 
Developed Land 0.9% 1.7% 12.8% 26.4% 29.7% 34.8% 40.0% 45.2% 50.0%

Percent Natural 
Rural Land 99.1% 98.3% 87.2% 73.6% 70.3% 65.2% 60.0% 54.8% 50.0%

   While the land use trends above show that the county is developing and will continue to develop quickly eliminating open  
   space, it alone does not prove the case that sprawl or low density development holds a share of the blame.  Looking at  
   population growth in conjunction with the county’s development “footprint” (average number of developed acres per  
   person)  provides the information needed to link sprawl to the loss of open space.  

   The development footprint in Lincoln County of 0.05 acres in 1976 increased to 0.71 acres in 2006.  During this same time  
   period population increased 86.2%.  In comparison, development of land outpaced the population change with an increase  
   of 1,450%.  This indicates that while development is occurring and population is increasing, the development is spreading  
   out much faster over more land area while that developed land area is being occupied by fewer residents.  This is a true 
   indicator of urban and suburban sprawl.

  

  2.6.2 Water & Sewer  

   Water and sewer are fundamental to making land use decisions, as they often dictate growth patterns.  Public utilities  
   provide  a source of revenue for the county and help to improve sanitary and environmental conditions.  Lincoln County has  
   a capital improvement plan that outlines current service areas and future water and sewer expansion areas.  

   As the farmland protection plan is implemented, it will be important to incorporate findings into any revisions made to the  
   Capital Improvements Plan in the future.  The Capital Improvements Plan should take into account any designated   
   agricultural areas to direct growth away from these regions to alleviate associated growth pressures. See Figures #15-#17.
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  2.6.3 Transportation
  The county is served by three main north south corridors that provide connections to larger metropolitan areas. US 321 as well as NC  
  16 Business and NC 16 are major routes for the flow of goods into the Gastonia, Hickory and Charlotte markets. Each of these routes  
  provide access to major interstates that are able to serve the entire east coast. The county is also traversed by multiple east/west  
  routes: NC 27, NC  73, NC 150, NC 182, NC 10, and NC 18, which run north to south across the county’s far western edge and  
  provide access to the markets of Hickory, Morganton and Shelby. These routes provide access to the smaller markets of southern  
  Iredell, northern Mecklenburg and the foothills of North Carolina. There are not any major planned transportation improvements in  
  Lincoln County in the next 20 years.
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Figure #15: Lincoln County Capital Improvements Plan (Water)
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Figure #16: Lincoln County Capital Improvements Plan (Sewer)
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Figure #17: Lincoln County Agricultural Parcel / Capital Improvements   
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Chapter III
Current Farmland Protection Efforts
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  Voluntary Agricultural 
  District Program
   

  Enhanced Voluntary 
  Agricultural District Program

  Local Conservancy Work
   

  Local Agencies
   

“Cultivators of the earth are the most valuable       
citizens. They are the most vigorous, the most  
independent, the most virtuous, and they are tied to 
their country and wedded to it’s liberty and interests 
by the most lasting bands.” 

–Thomas Jefferson
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3.1  Voluntary Agricultural District Program
 The Voluntary Agricultural District Ordinance was adopted in October 2002. The    
 Ordinance was created to reduce potential nuisance suits by providing advance    
 notice to surrounding landowners of the presence of a Voluntary Agricultural District and   
 to encourage the Voluntary preservation and protection of farmland from non-farm   
 development, recognizing the importance of Agriculture to the economic and    
 cultural life of Lincoln County. Enrollment as of July 1, 2012 consisted of 158 landowners,   
 consisting of 354 parcels, number of Agricultural Districts were 10 and total acres were  
 13,632.66. 

3.2  Enhanced Voluntary Agricultural District   
  Program
 In October 2007, the County Commissioners enacted the Enhanced Agricultural District   
 Ordinance. As of July 1, 2012 there were 31 landowners enrolled in the enhanced    
 program, 60 parcels and 2,108.9 acres. The Enhanced Agricultural District Ordinance has   
 an added benefit for cost share assistance through the North Carolina Agricultural Cost   
 Share Program for installing best management practices for water quality issues and   
 has a longer term of years for conservation agreements.

3.3  Local Land Conservancies

  3.3.1 Catawba Lands Conservancy
  Catawba Lands Conservancy (CLC) is a land trust that works with willing farmers and landowners to protect the rolling fields and  
  wooded areas of the rural communities in the Southern Piedmont of North Carolina. By the end of 2011, CLC successfully   
  conserved more than 12,000 acres, including 42 local farms on more than 4,000 acres. CLC serves Lincoln as well as Catawba,  
  Gaston, Iredell, Mecklenburg and Union counties to protect land and connect lives to nature.  As a nationally accredited land trust,  
  farmers are assured CLC operates with integrity and performs at the highest standards. Landowners and farmers receive expert,  
  one-on-one counsel from CLC.  They work to design conservation easements to fit the goals of the  landowner to achieve long  
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Figure #18: Lincoln County Voluntary Agricultural Districts
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  term conservation and a solid economic transaction that includes tax benefits. Farmers can be confident their land and agricultural  
  heritage are protected and that the rural nature of their land will remain intact forever. Through these efforts, farmers and CLC  
  discover their shared identity as good stewards of the land for future generations.

  3.3.2 Foothills Conservancy
  Foothills Conservancy of North Carolina is a nationally accredited regional land trust dedicated to protecting and preserving   
  important natural areas and open spaces of the eastern Blue Ridge Mountains and their foothills -- including watersheds, wildlife  
  habitat, forests and farm lands -- for this and future generations. Based in Morganton, Foothills Conservancy’s service area spans  
  eight counties: Alexander, Burke, Caldwell, Catawba, Cleveland, Lincoln, McDowell and Rutherford and includes the upper   
  watersheds of three major rivers: the Catawba, Broad and Yadkin. Working with willing landowners, communities and a broad array  
  of partners, Foothills Conservancy has protected more than 46,000 acres since 1995 through a combination of conservation   
  agreements on privately-owned farms and forests as well as acquisitions for South Mountain, Lake James and Chimney Rock   
  State Parks; multiple state game lands; Pisgah National Forest; and conservancy preserves. Foothills Conservancy is increasingly  
  focused on working with landowners to protect our region’s extensive private agricultural lands – family farms and productive  
  timber lands -- with conservation agreements.

3.4  Local Agencies

  3.4.1 Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District
  The function of the Soil and Water Conservation District is to take available technical, financial and educational resources, what  
  ever their source and focus and coordinate them so that they meet the needs of the local land user for conservation of soil, water  
  and related resources. The Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District is a governmental subdivision of the State of North   
  Carolina exercising public powers and consisting of five members as supervisors. Three are elected during a general election and  
  two are appointed by the Commission of Soil and Water Conservation. The District Board of Supervisors establish and implement  
  programs to protect and conserve soil, water and unique farmland, rangeland, woodland, wildlife, energy and other renewable,  
  non-federal lands. They supervise volunteers and paid staff working with the District. They educate and inform landowners and  
  operators, general public and local State and Federal legislators on conservation issues and programs. The District coordinates  
  assistance and funding from Federal, State and local government, District associations, and private groups. For more information  
  on specific services provided by the Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District please visit: 
  http://www.lincolncounty.org/index.aspx?nid=136.
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Figure #19: Lincoln County Conserved Properties
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 3.4.2 North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service
  North Carolina Cooperative Extension is the extended arm of NC State University and NC A&T University in the local counties.   
  Cooperative Extension drives economic development through education and technical assistance for new and existing enterprises  
  supporting local food economies, natural resource-based industries and tourism.  Cooperative Extension helps North Carolinians  
  be stewards by engaging them in conservation protecting air, land and water. 

  3.4.3  County & City Planning Departments
  The city and county planning departments hold similar duties and participate in similar tasks in their respective jurisdictions. Both  
  departments regularly participate in future land use planning efforts including comprehensive land use planning and small area  
  planning. Zoning regulation in the city of Lincolnton began in the late 1960’s while zoning authority was not introduced in the  
  county until the early 1990’s. Along with zoning regulation in each jurisdiction came subdivision administration and code enforcement.

  3.4.4 USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
  The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) was established by congress in 1935, originally as the Soil Conservation  
  Service. NRCS is a leader in conservation for our natural resources through protecting and restoring private lands to withstand  
  environmental changes. Private land consists of seventy percent of the United States. NRCS works with these landowners to   
  protect the soil, water, air, plants and animals, and to keep them productive. NRCS works at the local level with the Soil and Water  
  Conservation Districts. NRCS employees are experts in engineering, soil science, hydrology and plants to better serve citizens of the  
  United States. They offer technical assistance as well as financial assistance to landowners to install best management practices that  
  help protect all natural resources. They can be found at: www.nrcs.usda.gov.

  3.4.5 USDA Farm Service Agency
  The Farm Service Agency (FSA) is equitably serving all farmers, ranchers, and agricultural partners through the delivery of   
  effective, efficient agricultural programs for all Americans. FSA is a market-oriented, economically and environmentally sound  
  agency delivering abundant, safe and affordable food and fiber supply while sustaining quality agricultural communities.  Farmer  
  county committees are elected by their peers to serve as a committee member. These committees are the local authorities responsible  
  for fair and equitable handling of local issues and still remain accountable to the Secretary of Agriculture and local producers.  
  Committee members make decisions on what programs are issued county wide, establishment of allotment and yields, commodity  
  price support loans and payments, conservation programs, incentive, indemnity and disaster payments for commodities, and other  
  farm disaster assistance.
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  3.4.6  North Carolina Forest Service
  North Carolina’s forest land has one of the greatest influences on the state, providing economic value and adding immeasurably to  
  the quality of life for its citizens. The North Carolina Forest Service’s primary purpose is to ensure adequate and quality forest 
  resources for the state to meet present and future needs. The forest products industry is the largest manufacturing business sector in  
  the state, contributing approximately $23 billion annually to the state’s economy and providing around 180,000 jobs for North  
  Carolinians. 

  The Forest Service is mandated and directed by Chapters 77, 113 and 143 of the North Carolina General Statutes and by Title 15,  
  Chapter 9 of the North Carolina Administrative Code to protect, manage and develop the forest resources of the state. The   
  techniques used to accomplish this mandate involve management of existing resources, development and creation of new and better  
  forests, and protection of these valuable resources. 

  The programs under these objectives are directed at the thousands of private landowners who collectively own 13.8 million acres of  
  the state’s 18 million acres of forest land. Programs include reforestation services, forest fire prevention and suppression, and insect  
  and disease control. The agency also is involved in the genetic improvement of forest trees, seedling production at state nurseries,  
  long range forestry planning and technical development, water quality controls, urban forestry assistance, training, and support to  
  volunteer fire departments and forestry education.

  3.4.7 Carolina Land and Lakes RC&D
  The purpose of the Resource Conservation and Development (RC&D) program is to promote conservation, development and  
  utilization of natural resources, improve the level of economic activity and enhance environment and standard of living within areas  
  of existing RC&D areas. The local RC&D that covers Lincoln County is the Carolina Land and Lakes. Other counties included in the  
  Carolina Land and Lakes area are Catawba, Iredell, Caldwell, Burke and Alexander.  The RC&D provides assistance to State, tribal &  
  local government along with non-profit organizations to carry out programs that promote resource conservation and sustainable  
  communities. RC&D areas are locally sponsored areas designated by the secretary of agriculture. Since 2011 the RC&D is no longer  
  funded by the USDA but does continue to function on the local level based on grant awards.

  3.4.8 North Carolina Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services
  The mission of the North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services is to provide services that improve and  
  promote agribusiness and agriculture, protect business and consumers, protect farmland and Natural Resources of North Carolina. 
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  Goals are to protect citizens from unsafe food products and from economic loss due to unlawful business practices and build  
  consumer confidence in agriculture and consumer products, enhance agricultural economic competitiveness, expand markets,  
  partner with organizations to support agricultural practices and products, protect natural resources and working lands.

  3.4.9  Wildlife Resources Commission
  The North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission is the State government agency created by the General Assembly in 1947 to  
  conserve and sustain the State’s fish and wildlife resources through research, scientific management, wise use and public input. The  
  Commission is the regulatory agency responsible for the enforcement of North Carolina fishing, hunting, trapping and boating laws.
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Chapter IV
Overview of Agricultural Activity & Importance   
to Lincoln County Economy
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“Today we are simply retracing over steps across 
the land in an effort to correct past mistakes in the 
interest of the future.” 

– Hugh Hammond Bennett
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4.1  Agricultural Soils
 Prime farmland soils are defined by the United States Department of Agriculture as soils suited for the production of forage, fiber, feed,  
 food, and oilseed crops. Approximately 47% of the county (90,955 acres) is listed as prime farmland soils, with an additional 7% (12,835  
 acres) considered prime farmland soils where additional drainage measures can be applied. Prime farmland soils are presently used for  
 cropland, woodland, pastures and other agricultural purposes. The prime farmland soils for Lincoln County are as follows:

Altavista sandy loam (AaA) Georgeville loam (GrB) Pacolet sandy clay loam (PeB2)
Appling sandy loam (ApB) Georgeville clay loam (GvB2) Rion Sandy loam (RnB)
Cecil sandy loam (CcB) Helena sandy loam (HeB) Riverview loam (RvA)
Cecil sandy clay loam (CeB2) Madison sandy clay loam (MdB2) Sedgefield fine sandy loam (SeB)
Chewacla loam (ChA) Masada sandy loam (MsB) Winnsboro fine sandy loam (WnB)
Gaston sandy clay loam (GnB2) Pacolet sandy loam (PaB)

4.2  Historic Agricultural Census
 The following information and graphs are sourced from the USDA Agricultural Census from 1982 to 2007 and focus on Lincoln County,  
 North Carolina.
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4.3  Farming Land Use Trends
 Lincoln County Swine Decrease

 Swine production in North Carolina went from eleventh in the nation in 1970 to second in 1994 and remains second in 2012. However, swine  
 production in Lincoln County has dropped significantly as the companies processing hogs located and expanded in eastern North Carolina  
 where there were larger tracts of land and less expensive farmland. Swine farms there were integrated with the companies through grower  
 contracts leaving Lincoln County’s independent growers at a severe economic and marketing disadvantage. In 1982 Lincoln County had five  
 swine farms with 500 or more animals that accounted for the bulk of the 10,000 hogs and pigs sold that year. In 2007 no swine farm in the  
 county had as many as 50 animals and a total of just over 300 hogs and pigs were sold from Lincoln County farms.

 Lincoln County Poultry, Broiler Operation Increase

 Poultry operations have fluctuated over the past 20 years. There are two poultry markets in Lincoln County, Case Farms and Tyson. In 1994  
 Lincoln County ranked 26th in the state with a production of 5,100,000 birds. In 1998 Lincoln County went to 43rd with a production of  
 2,100,000 birds. Statistics show that in 2010 the production of birds went to 4,000,000. The number of operations has continued to increase  
 since 2010. In 2006, Case Farms constructed a feed distribution facility in Cleveland County. With this close proximity to this facility, there  
 has been a drive to increase producers in Lincoln County. As of 2011, Case Farms had 16 clients with 49 houses and a total of 4,000,000  
 birds produced. This number is expected to continue to rise as new clients participate with Case Farms.
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 Lincoln County Dairy Farms Decrease

 Dairy farms in the State of North Carolina and Lincoln County have    
 decreased in the past 20 years. In 1995 North Carolina Statistics document   
 that farms contained 2,600 dairy cattle, ranking Lincoln County at 11th in   
 the state. In the year 2000, Lincoln County contained 1600 animals and   
 ranking went to 15th. In 2011 statistics show that farms contained 1100   
 animals. This decrease was brought on by many factors, low revenue for   
 milk, new government regulations, aging farmers, increase in urban build   
 out and others. The trend has been for the existing dairy operations   
 to increase in size.

 

 Lincoln County Apple Production Decrease

 Apple production has slowly decreased in Lincoln County and in North Carolina over the past 20 years. The statewide acre production of  
 apples went from 10,900 acres in 1993, to 9,500 acres in the year 2000 and 6,800 acres in 2010. This decline of production can be attributed to  
 import of apple juice concentrate, the closing of the National Fruit Production Company (White House Brand), aging farmers and decrease  
 in revenue from apple sales.
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 Specialization

 Lincoln County has experienced a growing number of smaller specialized operations to meet the growing needs of Charlotte’s urban market.  
 These niche producers have begun to fulfill the demand for organic vegetables, pasture raised meats and locally produced Christmas trees  
 and cut flowers. The raising of honey bees and the production of shittake mushrooms has also seen increases in the county.

4.4  Family Farm Statistics
 A trend that is portrayed throughout North Carolina as well as much of the United States, is the increasing average age of our agricultural  
 producers.  As farm numbers and farmland is dwindling at both the state and national levels, an immediate issue to overcome is the age gap  
 of our producers.  As farmers age, there has been a lack of younger farmers to carry on agricultural production into the next generation.

 Lincoln County has seen the average operator age increase 5.42% between 1982 and 2007, with an average age increase of 1% per five year  
 census data collection period.  Though the percentage of increase seems small over the 25 year period, it is important to note that at this  
 current  rate the County will see a deficiency in active farmers in the not-too-distant future.  It is evident that new, younger agricultural  
 producers are needed to carry on the tradition. Means or strategies by which this can be accomplished need to be identified.
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4.5  Economic Impact of Agricultural Production

  4.5.1 Agriculture/Agribusiness Industries
  The agriculture and agribusiness industries account for approximately 10.7% of the county’s overall economic production with total  
  2008 income of $171,347,933 of the county’s $1,597,909,006. This income is made up of 7.0% agriculture/food, 2.1% natural fiber and  
  1.6% forestry. These industries combined employ approximately 4,100 persons or 15.6% of the county’s overall employment.

  4.5.2 Total Sales & Sales Greater than $10,000

  

  The graph above displays the number of farms in Lincoln County with sales greater than $10,000 and their total sales from 1982 to  
  2007.  The graph indicates that while the number of farms decreased from 1982 to 1992, an increase was observed in 1997 and  
  then again in 2007.  There was an overall decrease in farm numbers observed from 1982 to 2007 of -0.65%, but from 1997 to 2007  
  there was an overall increase of 22.2%

  Total sales over the period of 1982 to 2007 showed an increase in 47.53%.  This is a notable increase over the 25 year span, which  
  does not resemble the same trend in farm numbers.
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 4.5.3 Direct Sales

  Direct sales as defined by the USDA is the sale of crops, livestock, poultry or agricultural products that were sold directly to the  
  consumer for human consumption.  Lincoln County is following a similar trend noticed in much of North Carolina and the United  
  States in that there has been a notable increase in direct sale farm numbers and sales.

  From 1992 to 2007 the number of farms with direct sales increased from 19 to 46, showing an increase of 58.7%.  Direct sales  
  during this same time period increased from $32,000 to $223,000 an increase of 85.65%.  These figures likely demonstrate an  
  increasing demand for direct sales here in Lincoln County, and it may prove beneficial to continue to develop marketing in this area  
  to garner increased growth.

  

 

  4.5.4 Hired Farm Labor & Total Employment
  In an average growing season farms in Lincoln County employ approximately 600 laborers. Of those 600 laborers about 400 are  
  migrant workers. These laborers during the peak season contribute significantly to the local economy by frequenting local restaurants  
  and businesses. There is recognized discrepancy between local knowledge and Agricultural Census data due to lack of reporting.
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4.6  Agricultural Tax Exempt Properties
 There are currently 2,242 parcels enrolled in the North Carolina Present-Use Value program. This amounts to roughly 5% of all the parcels in  
 Lincoln County. The 2,242 parcels consist of 66,825 acres or 37% of the acreage in the county. Approximately 14,874 acres are enrolled in  
 multiple programs through a mixture of acreage.

  4.6.1 Agriculture  
  Properties actively engaged in the commercial production or growing of crops, plants or animals are eligible for enrollment.    
  Examples include soybeans, grains, corn, cattle, tobacco, cotton, and peanuts. Lincoln County has approximately 36,610 acres  
  enrolled in this program.

  4.6.2 Woodland
  Properties actively engaged in the commercial growing of trees are eligible for enrollment. Lincoln County has approximately 14,801  
  acres enrolled in this program.
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  4.6.3 Wildlife
  Properties must be managed under a written wildlife habitat conservation agreement with the North Carolina Wildlife Resources  
  Commission (NCWRC) and protect animal species that live on the land and is on a North Carolina protected animal list published  
  by the NCWRC or conserve any one of the following priority animal wildlife habitats:

  •Longleaf pine forest

  •Early successional habitat

  •Small wetland community

  •Stream and riparian zone

  •Rock outcrop

  •Bat cave

  This program has approximately 48.16 acres enrolled.

  4.6.4 horticulture
  Properties actively engaged in commercial production or growing of fruits, vegetables, nursery products, or floral products are  
  eligible  for enrollment.  Examples include apples, peaches, strawberries, sod, shrubs, greenhouse plants, and evergreens intended for  
  Christmas trees. Lincoln County has 539 acres enrolled in this program.

4.7  Cost of Community Services
 County governments across the country continue to struggle with determining appropriate land use policies that deal with the continued  
 demand for residential and commercial growth. The American Farmland Trust has developed a methodology which aims to answer two  
 questions and help local officials handle such issues. 1) Do the property taxes and other revenues generated by residential land uses exceed  
 the amount of publicly provided services supplied to them? 2) Does the fact that farm and forest lands are taxed on the basis of their Present  
 Use Value – instead of their potential value in residential or commercial uses – mean that they are contributing less in tax revenues than the  
 value of publicly provided services they receive? This determination of the Cost of Community Services (COCS) attempts to quantify the  
 demands of land uses on ever tightening local government financial resources. 
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 This analysis is a snapshot of current revenues and expenditures and allows for an assessment of the cost and benefits of different land uses  
 from the perspective of local government finances. As many COCS studies across the United States have found for their respective   
 jurisdictions the answers to the two previously posed questions are both “No” for Lincoln County. The residential sector contributes only  
 $0.88 to the county’s coffers for each dollar’s worth of services that it receives. Commercial and industrial land uses are the largest net  
 contributors to the public coffers, contributing $1.67 in revenues for each dollar of publicly provided services that they receive. Despite being  
 taxed on the basis of current land uses, property in agricultural land use is found to be a net contributor to local government revenues,  
 generating $1.20 in revenues for every dollar of public services that it receives.

 As discussed by Dr. Mitch Renkow of North Carolina State University’s Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics, who has  
 conducted multiple COCS studies across the state, it is important to recognize two important limitations of analyses such as the one presented  
 here. First, COCS studies highlight the relative demands of various land uses on local fiscal resources given the current pattern of   
 development. As such, one should be cautious in extrapolating from the results of studies such as this in order to gauge the impact of future  
 patterns of development on local public finance. Nonetheless, the results of studies such as this are useful in informing debates over such  
 issues as whether or not alternative types of land uses are likely to contribute more in tax dollars than they demand in the way of services.

 Second, the current study in no way deals with the social value of each of these forms of development – i.e., their contribution (positive or  
 negative) to the well-being of the county’s citizens. Rather it focuses on the more narrow issue of whether or not these land uses “pay their  
 own way” with regard to county revenues and expenditures. It is important to bear in mind that there is nothing sacred about an exact  
 balance  between revenues and expenditures associated with a particular land use, even when balancing the local budget is an overriding  
 priority. Indeed, one of the primary functions of a local government is to redistribute local financial resources such that services desired by  
 citizens are supplied, even when those services cannot pay for themselves. Determining the optimal distribution of those resources is a public  
 policy issue to be resolved in the political arena. A study such as this fits into the process wherein such issues are resolved by shedding light on  
 the relative costs and benefits of the specific distribution of financial resources implicit in the existing pattern of development. 

 The revenue/expenditure ratio for the residential land use category is 0.88; this implies that for each dollar in property tax and other revenues  
 generated by residential land uses, the county must spend $1.13 to provide services supporting residential land uses. In essence, the   
 residential land use sector is a net user of local fiscal resources. This leaves the other two land use categories, commercial and agricultural, to  
 be net contributors to local fiscal resources. The revenue/expenditure ratio of 1.2 for agriculture demonstrates that for every dollar paid in  
 property taxes the county only spends $0.83 in services benefitting them. The commercial land use revenue/expenditure ratio is 1.67   
 demonstrating a cost of $0.60 to the county for every dollar put in.

 The analysis computes the average residential property value needed to generate an exact balance between average revenues contributed  
 by the current number of residential lots in the county and the average value of public services consumed by these properties. This   
 computation assumes many things such as conformity with the distribution assumptions from the 2010/2011 budget for each property. For  
 the 2010/2011 tax year the breakeven value for Lincoln County was determined to be $203,966.
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    Figure #20: Revenue/Expenditure Ratios from North Carolina Studies     
County Residential Commercial/Industrial Agricultural
Lincoln County (2011) 0.88 1.67 1.20
Wake County (2001) 0.65 5.63 2.12
Alamance County (2006) 0.68 4.29 1.69
Orange County (2006) 0.76 4.21 1.38
Chatham County 2007 0.87 3.01 1.72
Henderson County (2008) 0.86 2.52 1.03
Gaston County (2008) 0.81 2.41 1.13
Franklin County (2008) 0.89 1.90 1.32
Durham County (2006) 0.87 3.03 1.70
State Median 0.81 3.19 1.48
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Chapter V
Challenges to Agriculture
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  Economic Difficulties   

  Aging Farm Operators

  Land Fragmentation

  Property Values & Taxes

  Conflicts with Non-Farm 
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  Water  

  Education   

  Boards & Advisory Bodies

  Agricultural Employment

  Insurance Costs

  Regionalization

  Food Safety Regulations  

  Local Funding Sources  

“The farmer is the only man in our economy who 
buys everything at retail, sells everything at whole-

sale, and pays the freight both ways.” 

– John F. Kennedy
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5.1   Economic Difficulties

  5.1.1  Fluctuating Prices
  Challenge: Market prices for commodities vary with supply and demand for products. With unpredictability existing in the market,  
  it makes it difficult for farmers to hedge against future market drops. 

  Strategy: Increased diversity in the commodities produced within the county by individual farmers can help shelter them against  
  steep drops in market prices for individual products. Consult with marketing experts on how to better expose products and how to  
  ensure a predictable demand.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee

  Timeline: Ongoing

  5.1.2  Marketing
  Challenge: Marketing is a challenge for many farmers.  The daily farming operation takes a great deal of time and specific skills.  
  Many farmers lack the time, financial resources and skills to successfully market their products directly to consumers or grocery  
  stores. With social media and web marketing increasing in popularity, many farmers lack computer skills. 

  As the nation’s interest in local food increases, residents and farmers need assistance in   
  connecting to each other. Many Lincoln County farmers travel outside of Lincoln County  
   to sell their products directly to the public at large urban markets in Charlotte, Greensboro,  
  and Asheville.  Many of these farmers are traditional vegetable/fruit farmers.  Some of these  
  farmers have found niche markets in the urban restaurants and markets for pasture raised   
  meats and organic produce bringing premium prices.

  Strategy: Research and identify marketing strategies in other areas that can apply to Lincoln  
  County. Conduct workshops that help the farming community connect with the market via   
  social media and other web based platforms. Provide for more opportunities for local   
  restaurants to purchase from local farmers. Increase accessibility to local foods in    
  disadvantaged communities. Provide more opportunities for grain farmers to improve their  
  knowledge on futures and options.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee

  Timeline: Ongoing
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  5.1.3   Availability of value added processing
  Challenge: Value added processing allows farmers to take their   
  original product, process it in some way, and sell it for more than   
  the raw material.  Examples could be a washing/sorting/packaging  
  facility or a kitchen where one could process berries into cider,   
  jam or puree to use in other products.  While these facilities give   
  farmers additional marketable products with higher value, the   
  facilities themselves can be expensive to set up.  There are several   
  shared use commercial kitchens and packing facilities available   
  throughout the state; however, the closest facilities are Buncombe   
  or Anson counties.

  Strategy: Promote and recruit processing and packaging facilities   
  to Lincoln County and the region.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland   
  Initiative Steering Committee, Lincoln Economic Development   
  Association

  Timeline: 2 years

  5.1.4  Local Slaughter House:  
  Challenge: Meat producers face challenges when looking for appropriate slaughter facilities for their animals. They must find a  
  facility that slaughters the specific type of animal, that is inspected by the appropriate entity, and that packages the meat the way  
  their customers desire.  

  Slaughter facilities in North Carolina can be inspected by the North Carolina Department of Agriculture or by the United States  
  Department Agriculture. If producers want to sell their product outside of North Carolina, they must have their animals slaughtered  
  at a United States Department of Agriculture facility.

  Many customers prefer vacuum packaging, so they can see the meat product at the time of purchase, especially customers looking at  
  more expensive and or specialty cuts.   Many facilities still package in butcher paper. 
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  The closest slaughter facility is in Maiden and processes beef, pork and lamb; is only NCDA inspected; and uses butcher    
  paper for packaging.  Most producers in Lincoln County will need to transport their animals 90 miles for slaughter.  This    
  requires the producer to make two round trips, one to transport the animal and one to pick up the meat.  Poultry processing    
  is available in Randolph County and McDowell County.  Alexander and Rutherford counties have beef, pork,     
  and lamb slaughter/processing.  Ratites producers use a Wilkes County facility.  

  Strategy: Promote and recruit processing and packaging facilities to Lincoln County and the region.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee, Lincoln Economic     
  Development Association 

  Timeline: 2 years

5.2 Aging Farm Operators
 Challenge: The United States Agricultural Census from 2007 indicates the average age of   
 farmers in Lincoln County is 57.2 years.  There are many implications of the aging    
 farmer. In the next fifteen years, there will be many farm businesses and land in transition.    
 Policies and provisions need to be in place to help assure that these businesses and properties  
 remain in agriculture and not converted to residential or commercial development.

 Strategy: Promote agricultural careers in the school system and create programs that pair   
 aging farmers with younger farmers to help learn the trade.

 Implementation Responsibility: North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Soil and Water   
 Conservation District Board, Voluntary Agricultural District Board, Lincoln County   
 Schools, Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee

 Timeline: 2 years

5.3 Land Fragmentation
 Challenge: As residential growth continues in Lincoln County, the acres of farmland decreases and is fragmented. As farm families discontinue  
 to farm their land, this land is subdivided among family members, which in turn makes it more difficult for farmers to know what land is available  
 for farm lease. Understanding that land use development and zoning decisions are determined at the county level by the Board of Commissioners, it  
 is important that a close working relationship exist between county officials and the farming community.  
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 Strategy:
 • Keep elected officials, agencies and departments informed about the importance of farmland, as new regulations are reviewed as to land use   
    related to forestry and agriculture.

 • Encourage growth in areas with less agriculture or less agriculture productive land.

 • Promote Agricultural Districts to elected officials, appointed individuals on committees, and local county government departments.

 • Create a directory of potential land owners willing to lease their land to farmers for agricultural production.

 • Create a directory of potential farmers looking for agricultural land to lease for agricultural production.

 Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Agricultural District Advisory Board, Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District,  
 North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Lincoln County Planning Board, North Carolina Forest Service, Lincoln County Farmland Initiative  
 Steering Committee

 Timeline: Agencies and groups create a strategy on short term issues within one year. Implement the strategy within two years of adoption.  
 Continue to work on long term issues as they arise.

5.4  Property Values and Taxes

  Challenge: Many farmers do not realize the tax benefits provided by enrollment in the Present-Use Value property tax program. 

 Strategy: Inform farmers, citizens, elected officials and county staff as to how present-use value taxation works. Post information about the  
 Present-Use Value property tax program in county offices.

 Implementation Responsibility: Voluntary Agricultural District Board, Soil and Water Conservation District Board, North Carolina  
 Cooperative Extension

 Timeline: 2 years

5.5  Conflicts with Non-Farm Neighbors
 Challenge: Farms that have existed for decades are now being impacted by residential sprawl that place residential communities on the edge  
 of existing operations. The noises, smells and equipment associated with farming operations are necessary but can have a perceived negative  
 impact on non-farm neighbors.
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 Strategy: Inform developers, realtors and prospective property owners about the location of farming operations in all parts of the land  
 development process through inclusion of notes and certificates on subdivision plats and acknowledgement statements on building permits.  
 Acknowledgment statements should also include the many positive aspects of agricultural operations. Encourage farmers to modify their  
 operations in order to have the smallest impact on neighbors. Install Voluntary Agricultural District signage on enrolled properties.

 Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Planning & Inspections, Voluntary Agricultural District Board, Realtors

 Timeline: 1 year

5.6  Water

  5.6.1  Quality 
  Challenge: Across Lincoln County the major cause of water quality problems is non-point source pollution. Some major   
  components of non-point source pollution are soil erosion, animal waste, improper use of chemicals and excessive fertilizer use.  
  Water pollutants include nitrogen, phosphorus, pathogens, sediment and pesticides. These pollutants result in a higher cost to treat  
  water for drinking, polluted wells and ground water. Pollutants may also create algae blooms, damage aquatic habitat and streams,  
  kill fish and other aquatic organisms and cause foul odors.

  Strategy: Farms in Lincoln County have for many years been using Best Management Practices (BMP) to prevent runoff of their  
  agricultural fields. Further promotion of  new and innovative BMP’s and programs to provide assistance can be used to protect  
  streams and ground water. Some existing BMP’s include grade control structures, grassed waterways, fencing livestock out of   
  streams, no-till cropping systems, nutrient management, stabilizing stream banks, field borders, buffers along streams, planting  
  critical areas with grass or trees, animal waste management systems and facilities to handle agricultural chemicals.

  Implementation Responsibility: Soil and Water Conservation District

  Timeline: Ongoing

  5.6.2   Quantity
   Challenge: The drought of 2007 was one of the worst droughts to impact Lincoln County since records have been kept.   
  Throughout the region, public utilities that provide drinking water had to implement mandatory water conservation measures.  
  Annually produced crops along with pastured animal operations were devastated. Crop productions were reduced. Pastureland began  
  to dry to the point that livestock had to be sold. Hayland produced little if any hay. Streams that were being used for livestock water  
  began to dry up, causing concern for the health of the livestock. 
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  The drought brought to the forefront the importance of protecting the quantity of water available to lesson the impact of future  
  droughts. In 2003, North Carolina created the Drought Management Advisory Council through the Division of Water Resources  
  of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to improve communications between local, state and federal agencies,  
  public water systems and water users to improve the management and mitigation of the harmful effects of drought. This Council  
  has been working on water conservation measures that could lessen the impact during another extended drought.

  Strategy:  Construction of best management practices that could lessen impact of drought include constructing wells, ponds,  
  cleanout of sediment from existing ponds, conservation irrigation conversion, micro-irrigation, and the  installation of cisterns to  
  capture and store rainwater.

  Implementation Responsibility: Soil and Water Conservation District

  Timeline: Ongoing

5.7  Education

  5.7.1 Public Awareness
  Challenge: As fewer families live on working farms, more individuals are unaware of how agriculture impacts daily life.    
  Residents of housing developments in rural areas may be unaccustomed to agricultural sights, sounds, smells, and hours.  New  
  landowners, through purchase or inheritance, may be unaware of resources and requirements in soil and water conservation,   
  present-use value, taxation, and estate planning.

  Strategy: Promote voluntary and enhanced agricultural districts

  Implementation Responsibility: Voluntary Agricultural District Board and Soil and Water Conservation District Board

  Timeline: Ongoing

  5.7.2 Opportunities for School Aged Children

   Challenge: All sixth grade students in Lincoln County participate in the Soil and Water Conservation Field Day. This event   
   exposes them to issues regarding natural resources conservation including wildlife, soil, water and agricultural resources.  Students  
   then participate in an essay contest regarding conservation.   Middle and high school students have the opportunity to participate in  
   the Envirothon to demonstrate their knowledge of natural resources and environmental science.
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   Strategy: Meet with the Lincoln County Board of Education and others to discuss   
   the potential emphasis on agriculture related offerings. Develop an educational   
   farm. Introduce 4-H into the school system and enhance current FFA programs.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering   
  Committee, Lincoln County Board of Education, Soil and Water Conservation   
  District

  Timeline: 3 years

  5.7.3 Current and Potential Agricultural    
   Producers

   Challenge:  East and West Lincoln High Schools offer classes that focus on horticulture with some animal science offerings.  
   These programs need to  be expanded to include agricultural production with a focus on reaching out to the other high schools  
   and middle schools. Components of the Future Farmers of America program should be reemphasized within the county. 

   Strategy: Meet with the Lincoln County Board of Education and others to discuss the potential emphasis on agriculture related  
   offerings.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee, Lincoln County Board of Education

  Timeline: Within 1 year of adoption of the plan

5.8  Boards and Advisory Bodies
 Challenge:  Many boards within the county make decisions on a regular basis that impact local farmers and related agricultural businesses.  
 Most often these boards do not have representation from the agricultural community.

 Strategy:  Encourage members of the local agricultural community to become involved with boards and advisory bodies including Planning  
 Board, Board of Health, County Commissioners, Voluntary Agricultural District Board, Soil and Water District Board, Lincoln Economic  
 Development Association Board, Lincoln Natural Resources Committee.

 Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee, Soil and Water Conservation District Staff,  
 North Carolina Cooperative Extension Staff

 Timeline: Ongoing
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5.9   Agricultural Employment

  5.9.1 Income Discrepancy
  Challenge: Farm labor pay is normally based on a piece rate or production  
  rate, these rates can yield between $12 and $15 per hour for steady work of a  
  skilled laborer. These jobs may pay a higher wage for work than that of a   
  standard manufacturing job, but farm labor is seasonal and weather can have  
  a significant impact of the size of the crops and the number of days in which  
  harvest can occur. 

  Strategy: Diversify crops located in the county to create a longer harvest   
  season. Encourage farmers to pay a more steady wage and keep laborers on the  
  farm for longer seasons to help with other aspects on the farm’s cycle.

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee  

  Timeline: 5 years

 5.9.2 Migrant Workers
  Challenge: With the strengthening of immigration laws, many farmers are encountering issues with maintaining employment. Three  
  choices exist for local farmers, 1) local seasonal farm workers, 2) migrant workers, or 3) H2A program. Local seasonal farm   
  workers are not  generally able to keep up with the rigors of the harvest, while migrant workers are not guaranteed to be available  
  when needed. This uncertainty leaves some farmers to rely on the H2A program which is a temporary agricultural employment  
  program run by the United States Department of Labor that allows agricultural employers who anticipate a shortage of domestic  
  workers to bring non-immigrant foreign workers to the U.S. to perform agricultural labor or services of a temporary or seasonal  
  nature. This program that guarantees qualified seasonal workers can cost a farmer greatly before the first crop is harvested. The  
  H2A program includes a $1000 fee per worker just to bring them to the country. Most migrant workers and all H2A workers are  
  trained to work in the fields and work under the regulations of many programs, including Euro-Gap, thus making them better  
  options  than local workers.

  Strategy: Coordinate with North Carolina Division of Workforce Development to identify strategies.  

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee  

  Timeline: 3 years
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5.10 Insurance Costs

  5.10.1 Health Insurance
  Per the Economic Research Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, farmers are at a high  
  risk for work related fatalities and are at risk for lung disease, skin disease and hearing loss as a result of  
  workplace hazards.  Children of farm families also have a high rate of fatal accidents.  Therefore, when  
  farmers purchase health insurance, they typically pay higher insurance rates.  Rural areas tend to have fewer  
  health care providers.  Therefore, rural residents may pay more for care, spend more to travel to health care,  
  or not seek preventative care.  In 2007, a national study showed of farm-operator households, 14% of 
  family members did not have health insurance. Farm families are more likely to be uninsured. Many  
  farmers  or spouses hold non-farm employment only to access affordable health care benefits. Some areas  
  like Wisconsin and Colorado have established insurance cooperatives to lower health insurance costs.

  Strategy: Coordinate with North Carolina Department of Agriculture and North Carolina Farm Bureau to investigate the   
  possibility of forming an insurance pool that farmers can participate in to reduce costs. 

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee  

  Timeline: 5 years

  5.10.2 Liability Insurance
  Farmers have multiple types of liability to consider.  If they are contract producers for a company, for example raising chickens for  
  a large poultry producer, they have a liability to the company if the livestock is wiped out.  Farmers selling produce directly to  
  consumers or to larger entities have product liability if their product is the source of a food borne illness.  Farmers also face   
  potential liability for machinery and for injuries to visitors that may be on their property during an agricultural tourism event.   
  Lincoln County farms that had previously hosted school tours have stopped this practice due to the expense of liability insurance;  
  now Lincoln County public school children travel out of the county to tour a working farm due to local farms choosing not to  
  insure the increased liability. 

  Strategy: Coordinate with North Carolina Department of Agriculture and North Carolina Farm Bureau to investigate the possibility  
  of forming an insurance pool that farmers can participate in to reduce costs.  

  Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee   

  Timeline: 5 year
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5.11  Regionalization of Farm Services
 Challenge: Like most agencies which support agriculture, the North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service has seen a reduction in funding  
 that has led to vacancies and more regionalization in terms of responsibilities.  In Lincoln County, the agricultural agent is now formally  
 assigned to three counties instead of two and is also assisting other counties on an informal basis. They are also responsible for livestock  
 programming in Lincoln County as a result of a multi-county livestock position being eliminated. The Soil and Water Conservation District  
 staff has also been stretched to their limit in their ability to assist farmers.

 Over the years the federal government has worked to consolidate its federal offices. Lincoln County has been impacted by this trend. The  
 Farm Service Agency (FSA) has moved from Lincoln County and consolidated with the Gaston County office. This creates a hardship for  
 the farming community. If a farmer participates with the (FSA), they have an option of going to the Gaston County office, or Cleveland  
 County office.  In 2010, the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) consolidated the Lincoln office with the Cleveland County  
 office, with the service center located in Cleveland County. 

 Due to the closing and consolidation of county level offices, local farmers are forced to drive out of their county to report and to request  
 assistance. Along with consolidation of offices, a reduction in staff also occurred which increases processing and wait time for farmers. This  
 additional cost of fuel and time to a farmer can create a financial burden. 

 Strategy: Engage in letter writing campaign to appropriate county, state and federal agencies to voice the farming community’s concerns  
 about ongoing regionalization of staff.

 Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Board of Commissioners, Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District, Voluntary  
 Agricultural District Board, Lincoln County Agricultural Protection Initiative Steering Committee

 Timeline: 4 years

5.12 Food Safety Regulations  
 Challenge: Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) is a third party certification designed to ensure produce can be traced back from the retail  
 floor to the field from which it was picked.  Farmers are required to keep detailed written logs, separate ones for each product sold. These logs 
 document a food safety program, including standard operating procedures, worker training, sanitation practices, and container cleaning.  
 Often the GAP program can prove to be too costly and onerous for small producers.

  The North Carolina Farm to School program reports that over $900,000 was spent with North Carolina farms to feed North Carolina public  
  school students in the 2011-2012 school year.  It does not appear that any farms in Lincoln or surrounding counties were involved in   
  this program.  While several area farms were selling directly to the local school system in years past, this has stopped due to new regulations.   
  With a heightened concern for food safety, state and national legislative bodies have enacted laws and regulations that require farms to be  
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  certified in GAP for each product they wish to sell to schools or similar institutions.  Most large retailers are requiring a similar certification.

 Strategy: Work with North Carolina Department of Agriculture to provide local training opportunities. Investigate grant opportunities that  
 would reduce costs for farmers. Explore the consolidation of certification processes for different products and participate in a letter writing  
 campaign to encourage the cooperation of NCDA.

 Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Farmland Initiative Steering Committee   

 Timeline: 4 years

5.13  Local Funding Sources
 Challenge: North Carolina has led the nation in the loss of farmland. If this trend continues, it will threaten agricultural heritage such  
 as reduced number of farm raised fresh foods, reduced wildlife habitat and in turn wildlife itself, loss of farm related income, loss of   
 aesthetics, decrease in pervious surfaces and many more impacts. Lincoln County has multiple ways of protecting our farmland.   
 Conservation easements can be acquired on portions or entire tracts of land. These easements can be donated by the landowner or purchased  
 by multiple groups with interest in protecting farmland. Conservation easements protect and preserve land from development. Land can be  
 purchased or donated to preserve  for future generations to use as agricultural or open space. Funds must be acquired to support local  
 purchases of easements or land acquisition.

 Strategy:

 • Conduct meetings with officials such as County Manager, Board of Commissioners, City Mayor, and City Council to brainstorm ways  to  
    create funds for financial support.

 • Work with local land conservancies such as Catawba Lands Conservancy and Foothills Conservancy.

 • Support state funded programs such as Clean Water Management Trust Fund, North Carolina Department of Agricultural and Consumer  
   Services, Agriculture Development Farmland Protection Trust Fund.

 • Support Federal funding programs such as Natural Resources Conservation Service, Farm and Ranch Lands Protection  Program,   
    Wetlands Reserve Program.

 • Develop an educational program for the general public about farmland and forestry land uses and the importance of the production of  
    food, fiber and other farm related products.

 • Develop an outreach program to encourage landowner participation in the Voluntary and Enhanced Agricultural District Program.
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 • Conduct a survey of VAD participants that would be willing to install signage to identify the location of an Agricultural District and  
    purchase the number of signs needed to fulfill  the request and future enrollment.

 • Utilize roll back funding from the present-use value program to fund the acquisition of property and easements for farmland protection and  
    education purposes.

 Implementation Responsibility: Lincoln County Board of Commissioners, Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District, Voluntary  
 Agricultural District Advisory Board, Lincoln County Cooperative Extension, Lincoln Natural Resources Committee, Catawba Lands 
 Conservancy, Foothills Lands Conservancy, Lincoln County Agricultural Protection Initiative Steering Committee

 Timeline: Agencies and boards should set times to meet with local officials to brainstorm on fund allocations immediately after adoption.  
 Ongoing working relationships with conservancies, agencies, committees and boards should proceed and continue to seek funding through  
 state and federal sources following adoption.
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Chapter VI
Strategies to Enhance Agriculture
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  State Right to Farm Law   

  Future Land Use Plan

  Local Working Farm Land and
   Farmers

  Farmland Protection Toolbox

  Value Added Agriculture

  Economic Development 
   Association Coordination  

  Issues for Future Leadership   
“From every conceivable angle - economic, social, 
cultural, public health, national defense -                 
conservation of natural resources is an objective on 
which all should agree.” 

-Hugh Hammond Bennett
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6.1  State Right-to-Farm Law
 North Carolina is a Right-to-Farm State which provides protection to   
 agricultural producers under the Right to Farm Statute is protection from   
 nuisance claims.  The language of the State Statute outlines that an   
 agricultural operation that has been in existence for one year, and was not   
 considered a nuisance when the operation (public or private) began, shall not  
 become a nuisance. Counties in North Carolina are also limited by the state  
 statutes from regulating “bona fide” farm operations meaning that these   
 operation are exempt from county zoning regulations. It should be noted that  
 this exemption only applies to county jurisdiction and the City of Lincolnton  
 may regulate agricultural uses.

6.2  Future Land Use Planning

  6.2.1  Lincoln County Future Land Use Plan
  Adopted in 2007, Lincoln County’s Future Land Use Plan describes where and how the County sees itself growing over the next  
  ten years. The recommendations contained in the Land Use Plan have been shaped by community residents and leadership, both  
  in terms of valued treasures that should not be lost, and in terms of lifestyle choices that should be available to ensure that Lincoln  
  County remains both economically healthy and a desirable place to live and work. Their direction, expressed in terms of guiding  
  principles, provides a foundation for retaining treasures, wisely using land and infrastructure resources, and providing for both a  
  healthy economy and environment. Given the rapid rise of the County’s population, a trend that will likely continue in the future, the  
  County has many possible answers when asked the question “What do we want to look like in 2017?” The Plan, when implemented,  
  will help decision makers and advisory groups answer that question in the years to come.
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  6.2.2  Guiding Principles

    Lincoln County                     
Infrastructure shall direct growth in Lincoln 
County.

Provide for well-designed and well integrated 
developments throughout Lincoln County.

Provide for an adequate transportation             
infrastructure to serve current and future   
populations.

Develop appropriate regulations that guide     
density for both single- and multifamily            
development.

Community facilities (including schools,           
libraries and parks) shall be considered when 
making land use decisions.

Allow mixed-use development to occur in 
order to promote the integration of land uses,            
pedestrian accessibility and to reduce vehicle    
usage in the county.

Economic Development opportunities shall be 
encouraged in targeted areas of the county.

Ensure that Lincoln County remains an           
“affordable” place in which to build and live.

The county’s natural beauty and resources shall 
be preserved.

The Land Use Plan shall be kept current and 
guide and direct zoning.

    City of Lincolnton   

Promote downtown Lincolnton as the County’s  
retail, service, cultural, governmental and mixed 
use residential hub.

Promote and expand the City’s                        
industrial base with high-paying and               
environmentally friendly industrial,                 
manufacturing and warehousing jobs.

Maintain Lincolnton as the hub for the      
County’s governmental and institutional uses.

Promote well-planned, safe, residential           
development that offers housing choices that 
retain their value and serve as a stimulus for 
further development
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Promote Lincolnton as the commercial hub 
of Lincoln County with development that is 
aesthetically-pleasing, pedestrian-friendly and 
which will add long-term economic benefit to 
the community and which will not ultimately 
lead to additional commercial sprawl.

Maintain Lincolnton’s high quality of life by 
providing for open space areas throughout the 
community and proactively protecting and 
enhancing the community’s natural assets and 
environmental features.

6.3  Local Working Farm Lands and Farmers

  6.3.1 Desire and Lifestyle  
  Farm families see their occupation as a way to live, work and play together.  While farming has a demanding schedule, it does allow  
  some discretionary time during the day, provides an opportunity to be outside and incorporates family and work activities. Many  
  farmers find the independence and self-reliance of farming appealing and cite the rural countryside as a healthy environment in  
  which to rear a family. 

  6.3.2 Capital
  Working capital is the positive difference between current assets minus current liabilities.  Capital allows farmers to manage   
  volatility in the market, changes in cost of supplies and in the prices they receive for their product. Working capital gives the farmer  
  liquidity without having to sell assets.  The University of Minnesota estimates that the amount of working capital needed has tripled  
  in recent years.  The increase in capital needed impacts current and potential farmers.

6.4  Farmland Protection Tool Box 

  6.4.1  Present-Use Value Property Tax
  Present-use value is the value of the land in its current use as agricultural land, horticultural land, or  forestland based solely on its  
  ability to produce income and assuming an average level of management. Properties that qualify for present use value classification  
  are assessed at its present use, rather than its market value. Generally present use valuations are less than the  market value, and  
  qualifying tracts are assessed at this lower value. The difference between the present use and the market value is maintained in the  
  tax assessment records as deferred taxes. When land becomes disqualified from present use value, the deferred taxes for the current  
  year and the three previous years (with interest) will usually become due and payable.  
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   6.4.1.1  Enrollment in Tax-exempt Program        
      (Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry, Wildlife)
    Initial applications must be submitted during the regular listing period, January 1st – 31st, or within 30 days of  
    receiving a value change notice. Applications may be picked up at the Tax Office or downloaded from the Lincoln  
    County website (www.lincolncounty.org). One form is used for Agriculture, Horticulture or Forestry. Wildlife  
    Conservation is a separate program with another form. Completed forms must be returned to the Tax Listing  
    Department of the Tax Office no later than January 31st of the year for which application is made. Application must  
    be signed by the property owner(s). Verification of data may be required.   

      6.4.1.2  Process and Requirements
    Once an application has been submitted to the tax office, the property must be deemed to meet four requirements –  
    ownership, size, income, and sound management.

    1. Ownership – Types of ownership, as determined by The North Carolina General Assembly, are generally  
     limited to ownership by individuals, certain trusts, and certain family related business entities.

    2. Size – At least one tract or multiple contiguous tracts must meet the minimum size  requirement for the  
     classification being requested.  Smaller tracts may also be included with the qualifying tract under certain  
     conditions.

     (1) Agriculture – Must have at least 10 contiguous acres of open land being farmed.

     (2) Horticulture – Must have at least 5 contiguous acres of open land being farmed.

     (3) Forestry – Must have at least 20 contiguous acres of land in a written forestry plan.

     (4) Wildlife – Must have at least 20 contiguous acres and no more than 100 contiguous acres in   
      a written wildlife conservation plan.   

    3. Income – Income production is required only for Agriculture and Horticulture classifications. There must  
     be at least one tract that meets the minimum size and produces a minimum income requirement of $3,000  
     over a three-year period (average of $1,000 per year for three previous years). Income generally must be from  
     sale of products produced from the tract of land being applied for. Forest land generally only produces  
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    income  when timber is harvested, so annual requirement is not feasible.

    (1) Property owners who farm their own land must provide copies of farm receipts or copies of their Schedule  
     F from their federal tax return.

    (2) For land that is leased to another farmer, a production report is needed.  Receipts or copies of Schedule F  
     from their federal tax return are required from the leasing farmer.

   4. Sound Management – Agriculture, Horticulture, and Wildlife Conservation classifications must meet the sound  
    management requirements determined for that classification. Forestland must comply with a written plan for the  
    commercial production of timber.

    When all four requirements are met, the application is processed.  If approved, the property will be taxed at its  
    present  use value for that tax year.

    NOTE:   Beginning with the 2010 tax year, a new program for the taxation of wildlife conservation land went into  
    effect.  This program is not included in the present use value program with the other three types, but is a separate  
    program, and owners must contact the regional Wildlife Conservationist to complete the application process.

       6.4.2 Agricultural Districts Programs
  The benefits of the Voluntary and Enhanced Agricultural District program for farms in Lincoln County include the following:

  • Potential nuisance suits towards farmers can be reduced by providing advance notice to surrounding landowners of the presence of  
    an Agricultural District.
  • Voluntary preservation and protection of farmland in encouraged over non-agricultural development.
  • Pre-existing agricultural districts that exist before a new sewer district is established will be exempt from sewer assessment.
  • Public hearings for proposed condemnation of enrolled land.
  • Signage that can be displayed to publicize the lands enrolled in an agricultural district.
  • Agricultural Districts are given higher priority when applying for agricultural financial assistance through state programs.

  

  6.4.3 Conservation Easements
  A conservation easement is a voluntary, legal agreement between a landowner and a third party (such as a land trust) restricting  
  specific  uses of the land in order to preserve some unique aspect of the property.  In the agreement the landowner agrees to   
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  restrictions and reserves certain rights on the property, while retaining ownership of the land.  The agreement is a recorded   
  document, like a deed, and runs with the land.  Future owners must also abide by the restrictions.  Conservation easements are often  
  used as a tool to preserve open space for agricultural use and to  protect water quality.  The land trust holds the conservation   
  easement and agrees to enforce the landowner’s restrictions forever.

  A landowner’s easement agreement will address permitted and restricted uses specific to the purpose of that easement and the  
  resource it serves to protect.  Uses that are typically limited include construction of buildings and roads, removing trees and   
  vegetation, mining, and any activities detrimental to the land and water resources or those activities that may cause flooding or  
  erosion control problems. If the purpose of the conservation easement is to protect farmland, then the easement would likely   
  restrict the land from being subdivided into multiple residential lots, but would permit agricultural use to continue and allow for  
  limited construction or development necessary to support the farm, such as the construction of a barn.  A well-drafted conservation  
  easement will address in detail all of the above uses, as well as each party’s responsibilities and the rights retained by the landowner  
  or conveyed to the holder of the easement. 

  An agricultural preservation easement is simply one type of conservation easement where the resource protected is the farm; it differs  
  from a typical conservation easement in that it allows some significant activity to occur by recognizing the resource is an operating  
  business. For most farmers, their interest is protecting the land while also protecting the viability of the working farm.  For this  
  reason,  a conservation easement may be particularly attractive to the owner of a family farm who would like for the farm to remain  
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  in the family, have the ability to transfer to successive generations, or who may not be able to continue to farm the land in the near  
  future, but nonetheless, would like the agricultural use to continue and not be developed by future owners. Unfortunately, a  
   conservation easement is not suitable for every farm. 

  Because conservation easements remain in effect forever, it is called a “perpetual easement.”  This is necessary to take advantage of  
  the various income and estate tax benefits that arise from donating a conservation easement. For donations, state and federal   
  tax benefits often exist depending on the nature of the easement.  If a donation meets certain criteria to qualify as a tax-deductible  
  gift, it may benefit a landowner through a federal income tax deduction if the easement is donated “exclusively for conservation  
    purposes” to a qualified organization or agency.  Additionally, granting an easement may reduce a landowner’s federal gift and  
  estate taxes because it reduces the overall value of the property by the amount of the appraised value of the easement. State tax  
  advantages may also exist. North Carolina currently provides a tax credit for qualified donations of real property interests for  
  conservation purposes, including farmland preservation. The possible tax advantages of donating or selling an agricultural   
  conservation easement and its impact on a landowner’s tax and estate planning should be discussed with a tax advisor or attorney  
  experienced in conservation easements. 

 6.4.4 Conservation Funding Programs

   6.4.4.1   Federal
      A wide array of voluntary conservation programs are offered through the USDA, Natural Resources Conservation  
    Service (NRCS):

    • Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) : Provides financial and technical assistance to farmers  by  
      planning and implementing conservation  practices that improve the soil and water and related natural resources  
      on agricultural land.

    • Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP): Encourages creation of high quality wildlife habitats that support  
      wildlife populations of national, state,  and local significance.  NRCS provides technical and financial assistance to   
      landowners to develop habitat areas.

    • Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP): Provides financial and technical  assistance to restore, enhance and protect  
      wetlands.  Eligible land may be enrolled through permanent or 30 year easements or restoration cost-share   
      agreements.

    • Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program (FRPP): Helps farmers keep their land in agriculture and  prevents  
      conversion of agricultural land to non- agricultural uses.  The program provides matching funds to state and local  
      governments and  nongovernmental organizations with existing farmland  protection  programs to purchase  
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Public Benefits to
Agricultural Districts

• Providing a voluntary way to   
   support the conservation of   
    rural communities

• Conserving rural lands without   
   adding significant expenses to   
   local government or impacting   
   tax base

• Supporting each community’s   
   rural heritage and economy,   
   and providing local jobs and   
   tax income

• Maintaining scenic views and   
  tourism based economic activity

• Providing fresh food, flowers and   
   other local farm products for   
    residents and visitors

• Supporting clean air and water

• Providing wildlife habitat

• Maintaining lower levels of traffic             
   and noise

• Minimizing infrastructure burden                
   on county and local government

      conservation easements.

    • Grassland Reserve Program (GRP): Provides support for grazing operations,  
      enhancement of plant and animal biodiversity, and protection of grassland  
      under threat of conversion to other uses.  Participants limit future   
      development and cropping uses while maintaining and improving grazing  
      practices.  Priority is given for land where farmers are willing to utilize   
      permanent easements.

    •  Conservation Security Program (CSP): Supports ongoing stewardship  of  
       private agricultural lands by providing payments for maintaining and   
       enhancing natural resources. CSP identifies and rewards those farmers who  
       are meeting the highest standards of conservation and environmental   
       management on their operation.

    • Conservation Reserve Program (CRP): Provides annual rental payments to  
       farmers for establishing long-term resource conserving vegetation on eligible  
       farmland. Protects the water and soil resources while providing wildlife   
       habitat. This program is administered by the Farm Service Agency with   
       technical support from NRCS and the North Carolina Forest Service.

   6.4.4.2   State 
        • North Carolina Agricultural Cost Share Assistance Program (ACSP):  
       The North Carolina Agricultural Cost Share Program is a voluntary, cost   
      share based program offering financial and technical assistance for the   
      installation of best management practices to address non-point source   
      pollution. The North Carolina Agricultural Cost Share program is successful  
      in improving and  protecting the State’s resources through the grassroots   
      efforts of the Soil and Water Conservation Districts across the state.   
      District staff work with the farming community to:

     1. Identify best management practices needed

     2. Design and assist to install best management practices
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    3. Write and approve conservation plans

           Landowners and renters of agricultural operations who have been operating for more than three years are eligible to  
    participate.

       To apply, submit an application to the Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District. Applications are ranked based  
       on the county resource concerns identified. Applicants can be reimbursed up to 75% of a predetermined average  
    cost for  the BMP’s that have been installed according to design. Applicants must provide the 25% not reimbursed.   
    This could include labor.

    More than 60 approved best management practices are included in the following categories.

     a.    Sediment/nutrient losses: Field borders, buffers and other BMP’s filter run-off and keep nutrients  
            and sediment from entering water courses.

     b.    Animal waste management: Composters are one way to biologically treat animal carcasses.

     c.    Stream protection: Livestock exclusion from streams is one practice used to reduce erosion and   
            prevent nutrients from entering streams.  

     d.    Agricultural pollution prevention: Agrichemical handling facilities provide a safe way for mixing  
            and storing agrichemicals.

     e.    Erosion/nutrient reduction: No-till practices are one way to reduce sediment & nutrients from   
            leaving farm fields and entering streams.

     A complete lists of BMP’s can be found online at www.soilandwater.nc.gov in the agricultural cost   
     share program (ACSP) section.

    • Agricultural Water Resources Assistance Program (AgWRAP): Managed through the Soil and Water Conservation  
      Commission and the Soil and Water Conservation Districts, best management practices (bmp) that help conserve  
      water can be installed on farms with cost share assistance. BMP’s include agricultural water supply/reuse  ponds,  
      agricultural pond repair/retrofit, agricultural pond sediment removal, conservation irrigation conversion, and wells  
      and micro-irrigation systems.

  6.4.5 Farm Production Programs
  • Conservation Reserve Program (CRP): Receive annual rental payments for planting permanent vegetation on idle, highly erodible  
     farmland.
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  • Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP): Payments for installing specific conservation practices that help protect  
    environmentally sensitive land, decrease erosion, restore wildlife habitat and protect surface and ground water.

  • Emergency Conservation Programs (ECP): Provides emergency technical and financial assistance for farmers and ranchers to  
    rehabilitate farmland that has been damaged by natural disasters and for carrying out emergency water conservation measures  
    during droughts.

  • Emergency Forest Restoration Program (EFRP): Payments available for nonindustrial private forest landowners in order to carry  
     out emergency measures to restore land that has been damaged by natural disasters.

  • Farmable Wetlands Program (FWP): Restores wetlands to reduce downstream flooding, improves surface and ground water quality  
     and recharges ground water.

  • Grassland Reserve Program (GRP): Helps restore and protect grassland, rangeland, pastureland and shrubland and provides  
     assistance to rehabilitate grasslands.

  • Source Water Protection Program: Designed to help prevent source water pollution through voluntary practices    
     installed by producers on the local level.

  6.4.6 Rural Districting

   6.4.6.1   Preserving Rural Heritage
      There is a strong desire to maintain the rural heritage of   
    Lincoln County while at the same time continuing to promote  
    growth and economic development. By promoting growth and  
    economic development opportunities in appropriate areas the  
    county will be able to keep costs low while still providing   
    quality levels of service to its citizens. The idea of coordinated  
    growth focuses more intense development to areas with public  
    utilities already in place. This concept still allows for   
    neighborhood scale businesses to locate in more rural areas of  
    the county, in strategic locations such as major crossroads. The  
    preservation of rural heritage integrates strongly with  the   
    preservation of open spaces. When developing, whether   
    residentially or commercially, in rural areas the development  
    can be clustered so as to preserve as much natural open space as possible. This preservation of open space   
    will help to preserve the working nature of the land and the scenic vistas that we have come accustomed to. 
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  6.4.6.2 Zoning
    Since the Lincoln County Unified Development Ordinance can not regulate the activities of bona fide   
    farms, the county’s zoning regulations have little direct effect on the day to day operation of farming operations.  
    Indirectly the county’s zoning regulations can have a significant impact on farming operations and viable   
    agricultural land. The county’s two least restrictive residential zoning districts (R-R & R-T) are located in areas of  
    the county not expected to have water and sewer service in the next 30 years. Minimum lot sizes in the R-T and  
    R-R zoning districts are 0.75 acres and 1.0 acres, respectively. These increased minimum lot sizes do prevent the  
    location of dense residential developments in more rural and farming oriented area but also promote sprawl. One  
    way the Unified Development Ordinance attempts to address sprawl is through the provision of clustered residential  
    subdivision. These clustered subdivisions are more concerned with net density of the entire parcel to be subdivided  
    instead of the minimum lot size of each lot. This is accomplished by clustering residential dwellings together in a  
    small space and setting aside a larger area of open space to help the area maintain rural character.

   6.4.6.3 Development Buffers
    While zoning cannot directly address agricultural uses, there are steps that can be taken to indirectly benefit   
    agricultural producers. One such idea is to provide for increased buffers for subdivisions that adjoin    
    agricultural uses. These increased buffers help to protect the residents within the subdivision by reducing odors  
    and noise commonly associated with farming. These buffers also create additional separation from pesticides  
    being placed on the fields and the residents of the development. The buffers could be of variable width depending  
    on the placement of vegetation within the buffer. A “Class A” buffer could be planted or a wider less vegetated  
    buffer could also be planted. Incentives would be in place that would promote the protection of existing mature  
    vegetation.
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                              Class A Buffer (plants/100 linear feet)  

Alternative 1

10 Feet

2 canopy trees

2 understory trees

12 shrubs

Alternative 2

25 Feet

2 canopy trees

1 understory tree

10 shrubs

Alternative 3

50 Feet

1 canopy tree

2 understory trees

8 shrubs

     
     
      

 

   

     
     
  Source: USDA “Conservation Buffers”
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   6.4.6.4 Agricultural Uses
    While the growing of agricultural products, either plant or animal based, is permitted in all zoning districts as a  
    result of being exempt from county zoning, there are several uses related to agriculture that are currently regulated  
    under the county’s Unified Development Ordinance. A review of more intense agricultural uses and what districts  
    they are allowed in may be warranted. More intense agricultural development could be allowed in rural districts by  
    right, with certain conditions in place to preserve the rural character of the areas that they are located in.

Figure #20:  Lincoln County UDO - Permitted Agricultural Uses by District

Commercial Uses R-R R-T R-S R-SF R-CR R-14 R-20 R-MR R-MF O-R B-N B-G B-C I-L I-G Use    
Standard

Agriculture P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
Agricultural Sales/
Processing C C P

Agricultural Supply/
Equipment Sales C P P

Auctions, Livestock 
or Outdoor C C C

Farm Stand C C C P §4.4.6
Riding Stable C C C C
Winery C C C C C

 P=Permitted  C=Conditional

   6.4.6.5 Water & Sewer Expansion
    The expansion of water and sewer services should not be promoted in more rural parts of the county where land  
    uses are predominately agricultural and residential. The extension of water and sewer service into these areas would  
    not be fiscally responsible due to the high volume of connections needed to make such extension profitable. An  
    extension of public utilities would also add pressure for additional higher density residential development in rural  
    areas. Higher densities in historically rural areas can create tensions between neighbors and adds additional traffic to  
    the transportation infrastructure that is frequently occupied by slower farm equipment.  
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   6.4.6.6 Transfer of Development Rights
    While the concept of Transfer of Development Rights is very mature throughout the country, they are not currently  
    legal in North Carolina. The concept centers around the idea that there are certain areas within the county that are  
    considered growth or sending zones where density and development should be concentrated. In order to develop to  
    a greater intensity a developer in the “sending” zone would purchase/transfer the development rights of a more rural  
    agricultural parcel to a parcel in the sending area. This would help an area manage growth and provide a financial  
    incentive to the agricultural land owner to give up his development rights. This voluntary practice helps to   
    permanently protect farmland, provides for orderly growth, provides equity to rural areas without development and  
    is completely market driven. In order for this concept to become available to North Carolina counties, lobbying  
    efforts would need to be organized to promote the benefits of the concept.

  

     

     

     source: james City County, Virginia
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6.5  Value Added Agriculture
 The United States Department of Agriculture, and other sources, offer grants to help producers increase their income through value-added  
 agriculture endeavors.  By creating new products from their existing raw product, farmers can tap new markets and diversify their income  
 stream providing additional stability for their overall farming operation.   North Carolina farms received approximately $1.3 million toward  
 value-added agriculture ventures in the 2011 grant cycle with USDA.  In 2012, the federal money available in this grant program was   
 estimated at $14 million.  As with many grant opportunities, matching funds or in-kind services are required.

 To help farmers meet the matching fund requirement, the North Carolina Value-Added Cost Share Program (NCVACS) offsets the costs to  
 North Carolina value-added producers and processors through a competitive process.  Administered by N.C. Cooperative Extension and  
 the North Carolina MarketReady Program, NCVACS is funded by the North Carolina Tobacco Trust Fund Commission and the North  
 Carolina Rural Economic Development Center through the Family Farm Innovation Fund. 

 Lincoln County can support and encourage value-added agriculture ventures by continuing to support North Carolina Cooperative   
 Extension in Lincoln County.  Additionally, the county could offer economic development funds and incentives for farmers to expand their 
 operations into value-added agriculture.

6.6  Economic Development Agency Coordination
 The Lincoln Economic Development Association is charged with fostering an economic environment that promotes the enhancement of  
 the standard of living by creating more and better jobs for the citizens of Lincoln County and to create an increased and diversified tax base  
 to provide needed community services. Their efforts have typically been concentrated towards the promotion and recruiting of traditional  
 industrial operations. In order to promote the continued diversification of the tax base, and to continue to promote the agricultural history,  
 the Lincoln Economic Development Agency should begin to focus more efforts on the recruitment of agricultural support industries and  
 to recruit industries that can utilize locally grown products. Their efforts should also shed light on the economic impact that the   
 agricultural community has in Lincoln County and to reach out to farmers to ensure coordination and cooperation of efforts in order to  
 better promote their products regionally. The agency could look to hire an agricultural economic developer advisor or establish an   
 agricultural committee.

6.7  Issues for Future Leadership 
 Future leadership in the county will need to use this plan to address the needs of the agricultural community over time. The plan should  
 evolve over time and its identified strategies put into place. Funding of programs and projects outlined in the plan will also need to be  
 considered as part of yearly budget cycles and through the county’s capital improvement program.
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Chapter VII
Foster Greater Recognition and Public Support for Agriculture
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  Public Awareness Campaign   

  School Age Education 
   Opportunities

“We abuse land because we see it as a commodity 
belonging to us. When we see land as a community 
to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love 
and respect.” 

– Aldo Leopold
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7.1  Public Awareness Campaign
 With development, adoption, and implementation of the Farm Protection Plan, there will be many opportunities for educating the public  
 about Lincoln County agriculture. 

  7.1.1 Development of Education Strategies
  With concerted effort, the member organizations of the steering committee can set a goal to have educational programming   
  or educational information at their upcoming meetings to direct residents and landowners to the Farmland Protection Plan for  
  resources.  Examples of programming could include present use value tax programs, voluntary agricultural districts, estate   
  planning for farms, farm tours, and beginning farmer programs.

  7.1.2 Marketing of Local Products
  Local agricultural products, and where to access those products, needs to be promoted   
  in the region. The Lincoln County Apple Festival was started by North Carolina   
   Cooperative Extension to promote the important apple crop in Lincoln County.  North   
  Carolina Cooperative Extension has Foothills Fresh that promotes agricultural tourism,   
  farmers markets, and local farms selling directly to the consumer in a seven county area. The  
  NC 10% Campaign is a statewide effort by North Carolina Cooperative Extension to promote  
  spending 10% of the weekly food dollar directly with a farmer.  In a two year time period,   
  the campaign has tracked over $16 million being spent directly with North Carolina farmers.   
  NC Farm Fresh, through the North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer   
  Services (NCDACS), helps customers locate farms and farmers markets in North Carolina.   
  The North Carolina General Store helps customers locate agritourism farms, seafood, plant  
  nurseries, and other types of agriculture related products and services in North Carolina.   
  Local Harvest is a popular website (www.localharvest.org) for customers to locate farm   
  products, markets and restaurants featuring local foods.

  7.1.3 Marketing the Farmers Market
  The Lincoln County Farmers Market has two locations, Downtown Lincolnton and Denver.  The North Carolina Cooperative  
  Extension service organizes and promotes the markets through advertising, newspaper columns, billboards, web pages and social  
  media.  Efforts are ongoing to make both markets destinations for the community.  The Lincolnton Market accepts debit, credit and  
  electronic benefits transfer (EBT); the Lincolnton market is promoted through the Department of Social Service and through  
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  Extensions’ More in My Basket programming aimed at low income families that qualify for nutrition services but have not applied for  
  assistance.

  7.1.4 Promote County/City Meetings to include local    
   foods
  Efforts will be made to promote the use of local food at city and county meetings.  A “local food at   
  local meetings” guidebook will be developed to help organizations know what local foods are   
  available during the year and where to source them.  It can include serving suggestions and food   
  safety information.

  7.1.5 Farm City Events
  The national recognition of Farm-City Week is the week before Thanksgiving.  This celebration   
  began in 1955 to recognize the interdependence of rural and urban people. The Lincoln County   
  celebration is organized by the North Carolina Cooperative Extension service and is    
  celebrated different times of the year based on the annual theme.  Local food has been highlighted for  
  several years with educational events and multiple meals being hosted during the summer’s vegetable  
  and fruit bounty.  

 7.1.6 Conservation Farm Family
  A Lincoln County farm family that exemplifies sound, innovative and cost-effective conservation techniques is recognized each year  
  and competes in the North Carolina Association of Soil and Water Conservation Districts’ Outstanding Conservation Farm   
  Family competition.  This family helps the Soil and Water Conservation staff members educate the public about conservation  
  through farm tours and speaking engagements.  The Soil and Water Conservation staff recognizes this family and students   
  participating in the essay contest and Envirothon at their annual banquet.

  7.1.7 Century Farms
  In 2008, there were sixteen farms in Lincoln County that were considered century farms, being continuously owned by one family  
  for 100 years or more.  These landowners can serve as mentors for other landowners showing how to maintain property in the family.   
  Additionally, the media can be contacted to feature these families as examples of land conservation.
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  7.1.8 Social Networks and the Media
  North Carolina Cooperative Extension is using websites, blogs, and social media to promote the Lincoln County Farmers Markets  
  and local farm products with the participating Foothills Fresh farms.  With the adoption of the farmland protection  plan,   
  there should be greater awareness of news stories connected to agriculture.  Members of the steering committee will be proactive in  
  alerting local media to success stories of local agriculture and farmland protection. 

 7.1.9  North Carolina 10% Campaign 
  The North Carolina 10% Campaign challenges the consumer to spend 10% of their food budget on   
  locally grown foods. The average American household spends $4010 per year per person on food   
  (USDA Agricultural Research Service) half of which is spent in the home. If just 10% of the $4010   
  was spent on locally grown foods ($.55/person/day) combined with 9,650,000 people in the state   
  (US Census, 2010), local food sales would total $5.3 billion. To meet this demand, the state and Lincoln  
  County need enhanced local processing, distribution, transportation infrastructure, and more farmers  
  growing diverse products. In the end, an enhanced local food economy translates to economic   
  development and jobs. 

7.2   School Age Educational Opportunities
 Lincoln County students have various opportunities to learn about conservation and agriculture such as 4-H and  
 FFA. Lincoln County 4-H offers livestock, poultry and horticulture clubs and judging teams, as well as several  
 summer programs taking children to farms to explore agriculture. These offerings have expanded in recent years. 

 Lincoln County has two high schools, West Lincoln and East Lincoln, which offer  horticultural classes and  FFA  
 (formally Future Farmers of America) clubs for students. The Soil and Water Conservation District works with  
 students of all ages to increase their awareness of our natural resources. They host a conservation field day each  
 year for 6th graders, as well as an essay contest in which all 6th graders are required to participate. Soil and  
  Water also sends one rising junior or senior to a week long conservation camp in Raleigh, NC. Environthon is an 
 other opportunity through Soil and Water, open to middle and high school students. Other departments such  
 as North Carolina Cooperative Extension and Lincoln County Environmental Health also help educate the   
s tudents by going into the classroom to teach subjects such as soils and importance of agriculture.

 Although there are multiple opportunities for students to increase their knowledge about agriculture, these   
 opportunities are limited to portions of the students. As less people become involved in agriculture, it becomes  
 more and more important to ensure that the next  generation appreciates all agriculture has to offer.
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Chapter VIII
Surveys
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“There are two spiritual dangers in not owning a 
farm. One is the danger of supposing that break-
fast comes from the grocery, the other is that heat 
comes from a furnace.” 

-Aldo Leopold
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8.1   Surveys

  8.1.1 Agricultural Producer Survey
1. How long have you owned or operated your current farm?
a. Less than 5 years (8%)
b. 6 to 10 years (5%)
c. 11 to 20 years (11%)
d. Greater than 20 years (76%)

2. How long do you anticipate continuing to farm?
a. Less than 5 years (10%)
b. 5 to 10 years (22%)
c. 11 to 20 years (20%)
d. Greater than 20 years (48%)

3. How familiar are you with purchase of development rights programs?
a. Very familiar (10%)
b. Somewhat familiar (47%)
c. Not familiar (43%)

4. How willing are you to serve on county boards or advisory bodies?
a. Very willing (26%)
b. Somewhat willing (45%)
c. Not willing (29%)

5. How do you market what you produce on the farm? Check all that   
 apply
a. Sell to a cooperative or dairy/food processor (23%)
b. Sell directly to government/school (2%)
c. Sell through broker, dealer or third party (41%)
d. Sell to consumers ( u-pick, mail order, road side stand, farmers   
 markets (34%)
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6. Of the following, check the one that most likely would help  
 keep your farmland in production
a. Lower property taxes (38%)
b. Lower insurance cost (7%)
c. Increase farm income (36%)
d. Sell development rights (2%)
e. Farm operator (lease or pass to family members) (17%)

7. What percentage of household income is from farming?
a. 0% to 25% (46%)
b. 26% to 50% (10%)
c. 51% to 75% (22%)
d. 76% to 100% (22%)

8. How much of an impact is the closing of farm agency offices  
 locally?
a. Very much of an impact (36%)
b. Somewhat of an impact (42%)
c. Very little of an impact (17%)
d. No impact (5%)

9. How much does food safety regulations impact marketing  
 your products?
a. Very much of an impact (23%)
b. Somewhat of an impact (41%) 
c. Very little of an impact (20%)
d. No impact (16%)

10. Are conflicts with non farming neighbors a problem?
a. Very much of a problem (7%)
b. Somewhat of a problem (34%)
c. Very little of a problem (26%)
d. No problem (33%)
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  8.1.2 Residents Survey
1. Survey Respondent Age:

 Please circle the age group in which you fall.

 <18 (4%)    18-28 (9%)    29-38 (4%)    39-48 (22%)  
 49-58 (18%)    59-68 (22%)    69 and older (21%)

2. Household Size:

 Please circle the number of people in your household.

 1 (13%)    2 (42%)    3 (23%)   4 (13%)    5 or more (9%)

3. Residency Span:

 How long have you been a Lincoln County Residence?

 1-4 years (12%)    5-9 years (10%)    10-14 years (3%)      
 15-19 years (9%)    20 years or longer (66%)

4. Education:

 Please circle the level of education you have received.

 Grade School (7%)    High School or equivalent (51%)  
 2-year college degree (8%)    4 year college degree (22%)  
 Advanced Degree or greater (12%)

5. Occupation:

 Please circle the occupation category that best represents you.

 Government Employment (59%)    Publicly Employed (33%) 
 Privately Employed (4%)     Self-Employed  (4%) 

6. Agricultural Site Visits:

 When was the last time you visited a farm or timber operation?

 Within the last year (58%)    Within the last 2 to 10 years (25%) 
 More than 10 years ago (10%)    Never (7%)

7. Farm Operator:

 Have you ever owned or operated a farm or timber operation?

 Yes (30%) No (70%)

8. Agricultural Growth Potential:

 Which statement best represents your view of Lincoln County   
 agriculture over the last 5 years?

 Agriculture is a declining industry with no future growth potential.  
 (35%)

 Agriculture is holding its own as an industry and may have some   
 future growth potential. (44%)

 Agriculture is an expanding industry with significant future growth  
 potential. (21%)

9. Local Foods:

 Do you shop at fruit and vegetable stands?  Yes (87%)    No (13%)

 Do support U-pick fruit operations?  Yes (72%)    No (28%)

 Do you shop at stores featuring local fruits and vegetables?  
 Yes (89%)    No (11%)

 Do you shop at stores featuring other local farm products?   
 Yes (88%)    No (12%)

 Do you shop at either of the local farmers markets in Lincoln   
 County?   Yes (66%)    No (34%)
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10. Farm Neighbor Conflicts:

 Have you ever experienced problems with a farm neighbor regarding any  
 of the following (circle all that apply)?

  Noise (5%)    Odors (25%)    Manure Application (16%)   
  Slow-moving vehicles (18%)    Drainage Issues (5%)    Pesticide Use (2%) 
  Boundary/Trespass Issues (3%)    Fencing/cattle loose (12%)  
  Other problems (dogs, personal) (14%)

 11. Respondent Views of Farming:

 Do you believe that farming enhances the scenic beauty of Lincoln  
 County?   Yes (96%)    No (4%)

 Do you believe that farming preserves needed open space?  
 Yes (94%)    No (6%)

 Do you find farmers to be good neighbors?  Yes (100%) No (0%)

 Do you believe farmers are paid too little for their toil?  Yes (96%)   No (4%)

 Do you believe farming is good for the environment?  Yes (100%)   No (0%)

 Do you believe farmers should receive tax breaks and other incentives? 
 Yes (96%)    No (4%)

 Would you support programs to afford loans/grants/and other funding for  
 the development of local farm enterprises?  Yes (92%)    No (8%)

 Do you support efforts to encourage continued growth and expansion of  
 farming in Lincoln County?  Yes (97%)    No (3%)
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Chapter IX
Plan Update Schedule
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“The first farmer was the first man, and all historic nobility rests on 
possession and use of land.” 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Figure #22: Plan Update Schedule
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